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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This study presents the development of a new central pressure filling rate model 
to characterize the rate at which hurricanes or tropical storms decay after landfall. It has 
been shown that the post landfall decay rate of hurricanes is closely related to the time 
after landfall, the size of hurricane and proximity of the hurricane eye to the coastline. In 
addition, it has been observed that the decay rates of hurricanes are geographically 
dependent. Based on these observations, a set of simple empirical models expressed in 
terms of exponential and linear equations are utilized to characterize the decay rate of 
hurricanes after landfall.  
The filling rate model, which consists of a set of empirical equations, is organized 
according to the geographic region, the storm heading direction and proximity of the 
hurricane eye to the coastline. To account for the influence of the land terrain on the 
decay rate of hurricanes, the North American continent is divided into seven regions: 
Gulf Coast, Florida, East Coast and Northeast Coast, Great Lakes, Inland and Mexico 
area. A new along-shore hurricane decay model is introduced to account for the decay 
rate of hurricanes traveling along the coastline and with the hurricane eye relatively close 
to the coastline. In the new filling rate model, modeling parameters are determined 
through regression analysis using the hurricane database (HURDAT) maintained by the 
National Hurricane Center for hurricane records from 1975 to 2011 (HRD 2012a). Based 
on the results of the regression analysis, it has been shown that the modeling uncertainty 
(or error term), which is defined as the difference between the model predicted and the 
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actual observed decay rates, can be characterized using the unbounded Johnson 
distribution. 
The new model is benchmarked against two current state-of-the-art models by 
comparing the simulated central pressures for historical hurricane events to that of the 
actual observations in HURDAT. The benchmark study has shown that the simulated 
results using the new decay model are generally more accurate and match reasonably 
well with the actual central pressures of historical storm events.   
The new decay model has been coded into a Matlab program and the codes are 
provided herein with this manuscript. The new decay model and the computer codes can 
be implemented into a stochastic hurricane simulation framework for long-term hurricane 
risk assessment or hurricane hazard mapping.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Hurricanes are among some of the most dangerous and costliest natural disasters 
that affect the coastal built environment. On average, there are about two major 
hurricanes (category 3 or higher on the Saffir Simpson scale) that made landfall along the 
Eastern U.S. and the Gulf of Mexico every three years (Blake et al. 2011). The disastrous 
destruction on land caused by landfall hurricanes comes in multiple manners. Other than 
the direct physical damage due to extreme wind, coastal storm surge and flash flood due 
to torrential rainfall are examples of threats produced by landfall hurricanes.  
The severity of damage to the coastal built environment due to a particular 
hurricane is directly governed by (1) the storm track which determines the proximity of 
the storm to the structures on land, and (2) the storm intensity which is commonly 
defined in terms of either the extreme wind speed or central pressure. A number of 
hurricane simulation models have been developed to estimate the risk due to hurricanes 
by explicitly modeling the track and central pressure of hurricanes using a stochastic 
process. Most of the existing state-of-the-art stochastic hurricane simulation models 
utilize the Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation or Random Walk approach to 
determine the long-term risk of hurricanes (e.g., Vickery et al. 2009a; Lee and Rosowsky 
2007, Taflanidis et al. 2011 and Li et al. 2011). These hurricane simulation models have 
been used for hurricane wind hazard mapping purposes. For instance,  the model 
developed by Vickery et al. (2009a) is used to develop the U.S. design wind speed maps 
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included in the ASCE/SEI 7-10, Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other 
Structures (ASCE 2010).  
Scope of Research 
One of the key components in a typical stochastic hurricane simulation model is 
the filling rate model, also known as the decay model, which describes the post landfall 
decay rate of hurricanes. The filling rate model describes the change in hurricane central 
pressure on land. Since wind speed is strongly correlated to the central pressure of 
hurricanes, development of better models to predict the post-landfall behaviors of 
hurricanes is essential for accurate predictions of hurricane risk.  
The objectives of this study are to review and identify the strengths and 
deficiencies of existing hurricane central pressure filling rate models, and to develop a 
post-landfall hurricane decay model which addresses the identified deficiencies in 
existing models. 
Organization 
A brief discussion on the formation of hurricanes, background on hurricane risk 
assessment and a review of several widely accepted stochastic hurricane simulation 
models are provided in Chapter 2. The formulation of a set of new hurricane decay 
models which addressed the identified deficiencies in existing decay models is described 
in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the new hurricane decay model developed in Chapter 3 is 
benchmarked against two state-of-the-art decay models by comparing the predicted 
central pressure errors between the new and existing models. The central pressure errors 
are computed using the actual central pressure observations recorded in the hurricane 
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database (HRD 2012a). Finally, summary and conclusions for the new decay model are 
provided in Chapter 5. Suggestions for applications of the new decay model and 
recommendations for future research are also given in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
BACKGROUND 
 
Hurricane Characteristics 
Hurricane Formation 
Figure 1 shows the satellite view of Hurricane Earl (2010), a major hurricane with 
1-min sustained surface wind speed reached as high as 145 mph. Hurricane formation is 
the result of a pre-existing unstable state of atmosphere over an area of low pressure on 
the ocean and a series of special environmental conditions that occur simultaneously. The 
pre-existing unstable state or disturbance gives birth to tropical depression, which is the 
weakest form of a hurricane. In order for a tropical depression to form, several conditions 
must exist simultaneously: (1) an area of low pressure,  (2) warm water with a sea surface 
Figure 1: Hurricane Earl 2010 (Category 4) (Photo Credit: NOAA). 
eye 
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temperature of at least 80˚F, (3) the low pressure area is located in a region at least 5  
away from the equator where the Coriolis force is significant and can sustain cyclonic 
rotation, and  (3) weak vertical wind shear (i.e. difference between wind speeds at the 
ocean surface and at 40,000 feet aloft) (Fitzpatrick 2006). When these favorable 
environmental factors persist, the formation of a tropical depression can lead to the birth 
of a hurricane.  
 
Classification of Hurricanes  
The intensity of a hurricane is typically measured by the minimum sea level 
pressure (MSLP) or maximum sustained surface wind (Merrill 1984). Hurricane 
intensification occurs when there is a decrease of the MSLP or an increase of the 
maximum sustained wind speed (Elsner and Kara 1999). For ease of conveying the 
strength and potential destruction of approaching hurricane hazards to the general public, 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) classifies hurricanes into 
five categories based on the Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale (Table 1). The Saffir-
Table 1: Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale. 
Category Wind Speed (mph) Damage 
1 74 - 95 Very dangerous winds; Some damage will occur 
2 96 - 110 Extremely dangerous winds; Extensive damage will occur 
3 111 - 130 Devastating damage will occur 
4 131 - 155 Catastrophic damage will occur 
5 > 155 Catastrophic damage will occur 
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Simpson hurricane scale was initially developed by Herbert Saffir, a consulting engineer, 
(Saffir, 1973) and later adopted by Dr. Bob Simpson, director of the National Hurricane 
Center of the NOAA (Simpson 1974). As can be seen in Table 1, the Saffir-Simpson 
scale classifies hurricanes based on their maximum wind speed. A “hurricane” is 
classified as a “tropical storm” when the maximum wind speed is between 39-74 mph, 
and a “tropical depression” when the maximum wind speed drops below 39 mph. For 
discussion purposes, hurricanes, tropical storms and tropical depressions are referred to 
herein as “storms”. 
 
Physical Properties of Hurricanes  
An example hurricane wind profile (wind speed versus distance from hurricane 
eye) is shown in Figure 2a. As can be seen, wind speed increases rapidly from the lowest 
point at the eye (center) of hurricane, to a maximum value at the eye wall. The wind 
speed then decreases gradually outward from the eye wall. It should be noted that the 
wind field is asymmetric. In the Northern Hemisphere, maximum wind speed typically 
occurs in the upper right quadrant of the hurricane (location B in Figure 2b). The 
occurrence of maximum wind in the upper right quadrant is attributed to the 
superposition of the forward motion of hurricane (translational wind speed) and the speed 
of circulation around the hurricane (rotational wind speed). 
The size of a hurricane is typically measured by the distance from the hurricane 
eye to the location of maximum sustained wind speed, termed radius of maximum wind (
maxR ) (Elsner and Kara 1999). As discussed previously, the wind field is asymmetric with 
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the highest wind speed region located to the right of the hurricane eye. This high wind 
speed region is known as the strike circle which has the highest potential for destruction 
to the built environment on land. According to the National Hurricane Center, the strike 
area is a circle which is about 143.8 mile (125 nautical miles) in diameter, centered at 
14.4 mile (12.5 nm) to the right of the hurricane eye. In other words, the edge of the 
0 50 100 150 200 
0 
20 
40 
60 
(a) 
 (b) 
Figure 2: (a) Example gradient wind speed profile, (b) sketch of hurricane eye wall as 
it approaches the coastline.  
m
/s
 
Distance from hurricane eye (km) 
Gradient wind speed ( gV ) 
Eye wall 
Rmax 
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strike circle is approximately 86.3 mile (75 nm) to the right of the hurricane eye and 57.5 
mile (50 nm) to the left (NHC 2011). 
Hurricane Frequency 
The annual storms frequency is defined as the total number of tropical storms and 
hurricanes that formed over one hurricane season which spans from June to December. 
According to historical hurricane data, called HURDAT, (Jarvinen et al. 1984; HRD 
2012a) maintained by the National Hurricane Center (NHC), a division of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the average number of tropical 
storms and hurricanes that developed in the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of 
Mexico is approximately nine storms per year (Figure 3). Most of these tropical storms 
dissipated before making landfall. There were about two major hurricanes (defined as 
having maximum wind speeds above 111 mph) made landfall along the Eastern U.S. and 
Gulf of Mexico every three years (Blake et al. 2011). Once a hurricane made landfall, it 
typically gets weakened due to the increased surface friction on the land, as compared to 
Figure 3: Number of hurricane events each year (1851-2010). 
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the sea surface, and the loss of heat source from the warm seawater which is the main 
driving force of hurricanes.  
Stochastic Hurricane Model 
Since the mid 1990s, significant efforts have been directed towards the 
development of stochastic hurricane simulation models. Several state-of-the-art hurricane 
models were developed for hurricane hazard mapping and risk assessment. A detailed 
summary of applications of hurricane models was provided by Vickery et al. (2009b). 
Example applications of hurricane simulation models include i) coupling of simulated 
wind speeds and directions with wind tunnel tests to estimate wind load on structures, ii) 
creating design wind speed maps for use in building codes and standards, iii) coastal 
hurricane hazard risk modeling (e.g. coupled with hydrological models for storm surge 
height predictions), and iv) insurance loss estimation. It should be noted that a stochastic 
hurricane simulation model is different from a hurricane forecast model which is used 
primarily for predicting and tracking the movement of hurricanes, and providing early 
warning to the general public prior to a storm making landfall.  
The state of a hurricane at a given time can be characterized using seven modeling 
parameters (Figure 4a): (1) latitude and, (2) longitude of the hurricane eye, (3) heading 
angle( ), (4) heading speed ( tV ), (5), radius-to-maximum wind speed (RMW or Rmax) 
which describes the size of a hurricane, (6) central pressure ( cP ), and (7) pressure profile 
parameter (B), also known as the Holland-B parameter. Most of these parameters for 
historical hurricanes can be obtained from the hurricane database (HURDAT). Figure 4b 
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Figure 4: (a) Illustration of wind field parameters and (b) a selection of the NHC hurricane 
database (HURDAT). 
(a) 
(b) 
Storm KYLE is number 11 of the year 2008 
      Month Day Hour Lat. Long. Dir. ----Spe ed----- -----Win d------ Pressure ------------Type----------- 
September  25 0 UTC 21.5N 70.0W -- deg -- mph -- kph 35 mph 55 kph 1005 mb Tropical Depression 
September  25 6 UTC 22.0N 69.4W 50 deg 8 mph 12 kph 40 mph 65 kph 1003 mb Tropical Storm 
September  25 12 UTC 22.4N 68.7W 60 deg 8 mph 12 kph 45 mph 75 kph 1002 mb Tropical Storm 
September  25 18 UTC 23.1N 68.4W 20 deg 8 mph 12 kph 45 mph 75 kph 1001 mb Tropical Storm 
September  26 0 UTC 24.0N 68.0W 20 deg 10 mph 16 kph 50 mph 85 kph 998 mb Tropical Storm 
September  26 6 UTC 25.0N 68.2W 350 deg 11 mph 18 kph 60 mph 95 kph 996 mb Tropical Storm 
September  26 12 UTC 26.0N 68.6W 340 deg 11 mph 18 kph 60 mph 95 kph 998 mb Tropical Storm 
September  26 18 UTC 26.9N 68.6W 0 deg 9 mph 14 kph 60 mph 95 kph 1000 mb Tropical Storm 
September  27 0 UTC 28.7N 68.6W 0 deg 20 mph 33 kph 65 mph 100 kph 998 mb Tropical Storm 
September  27 6 UTC 29.9N 69.3W 335 deg 14 mph 24 kph 70 mph 110 kph 996 mb Tropical Storm 
September  27 12 UTC 31.2N 69.5W 350 deg 14 mph 24 kph 75 mph 120 kph 996 mb Hurricane - Category 1 
September  27 18 UTC 33.3N 69.7W 355 deg 24 mph 38 kph 80 mph 130 kph 995 mb Hurricane - Category 1 
September  28 0 UTC 35.3N 69.7W 0 deg 23 mph 37 kph 80 mph 130 kph 995 mb Hurricane - Category 1 
September  28 6 UTC 37.4N 69.3W 10 deg 24 mph 38 kph 80 mph 130 kph 992 mb Hurricane - Category 1 
September  28 12 UTC 39.4N 68.2W 25 deg 24 mph 38 kph 85 mph 140 kph 989 mb Hurricane - Category 1 
September  28 18 UTC 41.6N 66.7W 25 deg 27 mph 44 kph 80 mph 130 kph 984 mb Hurricane - Category 1 
September  29 0 UTC 43.8N 66.2W 10 deg 25 mph 40 kph 75 mph 120 kph 985 mb Hurricane - Category 1 
September  29 6 UTC 45.6N 65.0W 25 deg 21 mph 35 kph 60 mph 95 kph 990 mb Extratropical Storm 
September  29 12 UTC 47.7N 63.5W 25 deg 26 mph 42 kph 50 mph 85 kph 994 mb Extratropical Storm 
September  29 18 UTC 48.2N 62.6W 50 deg 8 mph 12 kph 45 mph 75 kph 999 mb Extratropical Storm 
September  30 0 UTC 48.4N 61.5W 75 deg 8 mph 12 kph 40 mph 65 kph 1002 mb Extratropical Storm 
September  30 6 UTC 48.2N 61.0W 120 deg 3 mph 5 kph 35 mph 55 kph 1004 mb Extratropical Storm 
September  30 12 UTC 48.1N 60.8W 125 deg 1 mph 1 kph 30 mph 45 kph 1005 mb Extratropical Storm 
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shows an example entry in HURDAT for Hurricane Kyle (2008). Observations of the 
storm center position (latitude and longitude), storm heading direction, storm heading 
speed, maximum wind speed, and central pressure are recorded at a 6-hour interval.  
A generalized stochastic hurricane simulation framework is shown in Figure 5. In 
general, a stochastic hurricane model consists of several modules including: hurricane 
formation model, tracking model, intensity (central pressure) model, central pressure 
filling rate (decay) model, boundary layer model and wind field model. Each module in 
the hurricane simulation framework is represented by a series of statistical models 
calibrated using historical hurricane data (HURDAT). Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
simulation is applied to simulate the interaction between the modules at a given time step 
and the temporal evolution of the state of the storms from their birth to final dissipation. 
The focus of this study is on the development of an improved central pressure filling rate 
model (Figure 5) which is one of the key modules that are required for accurate 
prediction of hurricane wind speeds. A review of existing central pressure decay models 
including their advantages and deficiencies will be provided following an overview of 
selected hurricane simulation models which will be discussed next. 
 
Event-based Hurricane Model (Huang’s Model) 
Huang et al. (1999) and Huang (1999) presented a simple but efficient stochastic 
hurricane simulation framework and it was used in a long-term risk assessment study (50-
year mean recurrence interval) of residential buildings (Huang et al. 2001). The 
simulation model presented by Huang et al. (1999) and Huang (1999) was an event-based 
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Figure 5: Flowchart of a general stochastic hurricane simulation model. 
This research 
Hurricane initial conditions 
 Date and time (mon, date, hour) 
 Hurricane eye location (lat, lon) 
 Translational speed (Vt) 
 Heading  angle (θ) 
 Central pressure (Pc) => Relative intensity (I) 
Tracking model 
 Calculate ΔVt, Δθ 
 Update hurricane eye location  
On land 
Relative intensity model 
 Pc 
Pc  ≥ 1013mb  
RMW model and Holland B model 
 RMW 
 Parameter B 
Wind field model 
 Gradient wind speed 
End 
Hurricane boundary layer model 
(Sea to land transition if on land) 
 Surface wind speed 
No 
Yes 
No Yes 
Yes 
No 
 In simulation domain 
Central pressure decay  
(Filling rate) model 
 Pc 
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model with site specific statistical parameters derived from historical observations (Table 
2).  At the beginning of each simulation, an arrival (occurrence) model is used to generate 
the total number of hurricane events in a given period (in this case 50 years). A hurricane 
wind field is then created at each time step by sampling a set of modeling parameters 
from the pre-derived distributions shown in Table 2. Next, the surface wind speed at the 
location of interest is computed using a wind field model. The process of simulating a 
wind field is repeated until the surface wind at the location of interest is insignificant or 
 
Parameter Type 
Distribution parameters 
North Carolina South Carolina 
Florida  
(Atlantic 
Coast) 
Florida  
(Gulf Coast) 
Annual 
occurrence 
rate,   
Poisson λ = 0.277 λ = 0.306 λ = 0.252 λ = 0.379 
Approach 
angle, 
(degree) 
Normal 
μ = 2.19 
σ = 42.77 
μ = -20.88 
σ = 44.41 
μ = -60.05 
σ = 24.79 
μ = 34.42 
σ = 29.78 
Central 
pressure 
difference 
cP (mb) 
Weibull 
μ = 51.12 
k = 3.155 
μ = 50.094 
k = 2.304 
μ = 64.831 
k = 3.465 
μ = 42.751 
k = 3.929 
Radius of 
maximum 
wind 
speed, 
maxR (km) 
Lognormal 
μ = 3.995 
ζ = 0.275 
λ = 
ln(260/    ) 
ζ = 0.461 
λ = 4.045-
0.0083Δpc 
ζ = 0.461 
λ = 3.984-
0.012Δpc 
ζ = 0.35 
Translatio
nal 
velocity, 
tV (m/s) 
Lognormal 
μ = 1.787 
ζ = 0.513 
μ = 1.805 
ζ = 0.456 
μ = 1.616 
ζ = 0.356 
μ = 1.734 
ζ = 0.418 
Filling 
constant 
(Decay 
model), a  
Normal 
μ = 0.032 
σ = 0.025 
μ = 0.042 
σ = 0.016 
μ = 0.021 
σ = 0.014 
μ = 0.024 
σ = 0.033 
 
Table 2: Parameters for event-based hurricane model (Huang et al. 2001). 
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below a predefined threshold. This process is repeated for each of the hurricane events 
generated by the occurrence model and a distribution of maximum wind speed is derived 
for the location of interest. This simulation approach is one of the simplest yet effective 
models for long-term hurricane simulation. The disadvantage of this model is that the 
modeling parameters are for a specific mean recurrence interval (50 years). In order to 
use the model for a different return period, a recalibration of the modeling parameters is 
required. 
 
Emanuel Model 
A more comprehensive hurricane model based on a statistical deterministic 
approach was presented by Emanuel et al. (2006a). Three thousand stochastic hurricane 
tracks were generated by Emanuel et al. (2006a). The maximum wind speed distributions 
derived from the simulated storm tracks were compared to the actual observations in 
HURDAT. Unlike other hurricane models, the Emanuel model specifically considers the 
complex evolution of the hurricane intensity which depends on the thermal exchange 
from ocean to air flow and the vertical wind shear effect. Although more meteorological 
parameters, such as potential intensity and bathymetry, are required as compared to the 
simpler model by Huang et al. (1999), this modeling approach is similar to the generic 
stochastic hurricane simulation framework outlined in Figure 5. Emanuel‟s model 
consists of modules such as tracking and intensity models which are typical for a 
stochastic hurricane model (Figure 5).  
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The simulation framework starts with a space-time probability function of the 
genesis points derived from HURDAT, in which the initial location of the hurricane is 
drawn. The termination boundary or simulation domain (Figure 6) is derived from 
marginal distribution of historical hurricane activity. Besides the location information, 
initial motion is introduced to generate synthetic tracks, which includes the storm 
translational speed and heading angle, at a 6-hour step using the Markov Chain approach. 
It has been shown by Emanuel that the vertical wind shear, which is the difference of 
wind speed and direction between two altitudes or elevations in the atmosphere, is 
correlated to the storm intensity. DeMaria and Kaplan (1994) indicated that wind shear 
between the range of 850-250 hPa is highly correlated to the change in hurricane intensity. 
The equation to calculate the vertical wind shear for a single vortex is given in Emanuel 
et al. (2006a):  
 850 250
(1 )trackV V V V       (1) 
Figure 6: Termination boundary of the Emanuel et al. (2006b) hurricane simulation model. 
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where 850V and 250V are vectors of wind speeds at pressures correspond to 850 hPa and 250 
hPa, respectively; 0.8   and 2.5 /V m s  . trackV  is integrated over time to find the 
distance traveled of the storm: 
 
track
dx
V
dt

 (2) 
The spatial and monthly mean, variance of 850V and 250V  wind speeds are derived from the 
NCEP-NCAR (National Centers for Environmental Prediction and National Center for 
Atmospheric Research) reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996). Given a storm track, the 
intensity is evaluated in an axisymmetric atmospheric balanced model coupled with a 
one-dimensional ocean mixing model which considers the influence of the vertical wind 
shear on the storm intensity. More details on the procedure for computing the vertical 
wind shear and storm intensity are given in Emanuel et al. (2006b).  
 
Vickery Model 
In the early 2000s, a novel stochastic hurricane simulation model was introduced 
by Vickery et al. (2000). Figure 7 shows the outline of the simulation framework 
proposed by Vickery et al. (2009a) which is an improved model based on an earlier work 
(Vickery et al. 2000). In the proposed model, the simulation domain, the Atlantic basin, is 
divided into 5
o
 by 5
o
 grids (Figure 8). The tracking model consists of two regression 
functions, one for the hurricane translation speed and one for the heading angle. A 
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specific tracking model is calibrated for each 5˚ by 5˚ grid in the simulation domain 
which is given as: 
 1 2 3 4 5ln ln i i cc a a a a c a           (3) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 1i i ib b b b c b b               (4) 
where 1 5a a grid specific coefficients for translational wind speed regression model; 
1 5b b  grid specific coefficients for heading angle regression model;   and  
latitude and longitude of hurricane eye, respectively; ic   translational wind speed at time 
step i; i  heading angle at time step i. The grid specific coefficients a and b are 
determined via the least-square fitting of Eqns. (3) and (4) to historical observations (i.e. 
hurricane tracks recorded in HURDAT). c and    are the error terms which quantify the 
modeling errors (differences) between the regression models and the actual observations 
for translational wind speed and heading angle, respectively.  
 The simulation process begins with a random sampling of the initial location of 
each storm from the actual initial locations of historical events recorded in HURDAT 
(Figure 8). The subsequent positions of the hurricane eye are updated every 6 hours using 
the previously discussed tracking model (i.e. Eqns. (3) and (4)) until the storm is (5)
dissipated or exits the simulation domain. A storm is considered dissipated when its 
central pressure is at or above the standard atmospheric pressure (1013 mbar). 
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Figure 7: Flowchart of simulation methodology in Vickery et al. (2009a). 
Storm parameters at location i 
 Date & time 
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longitude  
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Relative intensity 
(Regression Models) 
Sea surface 
temperature (2.5˚ 
grid) 
Isothermal layer 
depth & bathymetry 
NCEP reanalysis data HadiSST dataset World ocean atlas 
Compute central 
pressure, RMW and B 
1-D Ocean mixing 
model 
Compute new 
central pressure 
Storm parameters 
at location i+1 
Storm parameters 
central pressure, 
RMW and B 
New heading and 
translational speed 
(Location i+1) 
Heading and 
translational speed 
(regression models) 
In the simulation framework proposed by Vickery et al. (2000), the storm central 
pressure is converted into a transformed quantity, termed relative intensity which is a 
function of the sea surface temperature (SST). By converting central pressure to relative 
intensity, the values of simulated central pressure are bounded by physical constraints 
(Darling 1991). Thus, it is unnecessary to truncate the distribution of central pressure 
values artificially.  In addition, the use of SST reduces some of the unexplained variance 
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in the model compared to direct modeling of central pressure data. The expression for 
relative intensity is (Vickery et al. 2009a): 
 1 1 2 1 3 2 4ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( )i i i i s II c I c I c I c V         (6) 
where 1 4C C  grid specific intensity coefficients; iI  relative intensity at step i; sV 
scaled vertical shear; I  random error term. 
According to Emanuel (1988), there are several atmospheric environment 
variables which affect the relative intensity, including SST, tropopause temperature, and 
vertical wind shear.  Emanuel (1988) proposed a new relative intensity model, named the 
one-dimensional ocean mixing model which accounts for the reduction of the sea surface 
temperature due to the passage of a hurricane. The one-dimensional ocean mixing model 
Figure 8: 5
o
 by 5
o
 grids and initial locations of hurricanes in Atlantic Basin. 
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proposed by Emanuel et al. (2006a) is adopted by Vickery et al. (2009a) to calculate the 
relative intensity and the effect of ocean feedback. 
Once a hurricane makes landfall, the central pressure deficit decay model (or 
filling rate model) is used to quantify the reduction of hurricane intensity. The filling rate 
model developed by Vickery and Twisdale (1995a), which describes the decay of storms 
as a function of time after landfall, is used in the hurricane simulation model in Vickery 
et al. (2000). The main focus of this research is to develop an improved hurricane decay 
model. Since this is the main focus of this research, more details on the central pressure 
filling rate model are discussed in the next section.  
The parameters simulated using the tracking and intensity models for every 6-
hour interval include latitude and longitude of the hurricane eye, translational speed, 
heading angle and central pressure. To estimate the gradient wind speed, the following 
axisymetric radial wind field model (Georgiou 1985) is utilized:  
    
2 max max1 1sin sin exp
2 4
B B
R RB p
V c fr c fr
r r
 

     
           
     
 (7) 
where, V  gradient wind speed; f  Coriolis parameter;   air density;   the angle 
(clockwise positive) from the translational direction to the location of interest; r 
distance from storm center to location of interest; c translational wind speed; maxR 
location parameter, taken as the radius-to-maximum wind speed (RMW). 
The radius-to-maximum wind speed (RMW or Rmax) is determined using an 
empirical model (Vickery et al. 2000): 
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 2maxln 2.636 0.00005086 0.0394899 RR p        (8) 
where,  is the latitude of the storm center and R  is the modeling error of the radius-to-
maximum wind model. A regression model for the parameter B is derived by minimizing 
the sum of the squared differences between the measured and modeled wind speeds in the 
range of 0.5Rmax to 2Rmax (Vickery et al. 2000):  
 max1.38 0.00184 0.00309B p R     (9) 
The gradient wind field can be computed using Eqns. (7) to (9).  
A hurricane boundary layer model in Vickery et al. (2009b) is used to represent 
the shape of hurricane boundary layer and to convert the gradient wind speed from 
boundary layer height (around 500-1000m) to surface level (10 m). Transition and shift 
of the roughness regime from open water to overland is also considered in the boundary 
layer model.  
The stochastic hurricane simulation model developed by Vickery et al. (2009a) 
has been validated and successfully applied to develop the design wind speed maps for 
the U.S. (ASCE-7 2010). Compared to some of the earlier hurricane simulation models, 
in which the simulation domain is limited to selected predefined regions (e.g., Huang et 
al. 1999), Vickery‟s model can be used to simulate hurricane activities for the entire 
Atlantic basin.  
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Previous Studies of Central Pressure Deficit Decay Models 
As previously stated, the main goal of this research is to develop an improved 
central pressure deficit decay model which addresses the deficiencies indentified in 
existing models. A review of several commonly accepted central pressure deficit decay 
models is discussed in this section. 
 Schwerdt et al. (1979) have shown that the decay rate of hurricanes is geographic 
dependent. For modeling purposes, Schwerdt et al. (1979) subdivided the east coast of the 
United States (U.S.) into three different geographic regions: Gulf Coast, Florida 
Peninsula and Atlantic Coast (Figure 9). A set of filling rate models was derived based on 
the data of 16 landfall hurricanes. 
Similar geographic dependent central pressure decay models have also been 
proposed by others. For example, the model proposed by Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) 
consisted of three geographic regions. For each region, the central pressure difference, 
Pc, with respect to the central pressure at landfall, Pco, is defined using the following 
equation: 
Figure 9: Geographic regions for the Schwerdt et al. (1979) decay model. 
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 ( ) ( )exp( )c a coP t P P at    (10) 
where Pc(t) is the central pressure difference at hour t after landfall, Pa is the ambient air 
pressure, and a is the decay rate: 
 1( )o a co aa a a P P      (11) 
where εa is a normally distributed error term with a mean of zero. ao and a1 are the 
exponential filling rate constants that vary for different regions. 
Georgiou (1985) proposed a filling rate model which consisted of four geographic 
divisions (western Gulf Coast, central Gulf Coast, Florida peninsula, and Atlantic Coast). 
Unlike the previously discussed models, Georgiou‟s filling model is not defined in terms 
of the time after landfall; rather it is based on the distance a storm traveled after landfall.  
In addition to post-landfall time and distance, the storm heading direction has also 
been used to model the post-landfall decay rate of storms (e.g. Batts et al. 1980; Ho et al. 
1987). Batts et al. (1980) derived a filling rate model which is independent of the location 
of landfall. The model considers the angle between the storm heading direction and the 
azimuth of coastline as a predictor for the decay rate. The decay model proposed by Batts 
et al. (1980) is given in the following equation:  
 ( ) ( ) 0.675(1 sin )c a coP t P P t      (12) 
where φ is the angle between the storm heading direction and the coastline at the point of 
landfall. Ho et al. (1975) characterized hurricanes that affected the coastal regions into 
three different scenarios: (1) storms entering the coast from the sea (entering or 
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landfalling); (2) storms which made landfall from one coastline and then proceeding from 
land to sea at another coastal point (exiting); (3) storms skirting along the coastline in 
which the center (hurricane eye) is within 172 mile (150 nautical miles) from the 
coastline (along-shore or bypassing). 
Based on the foundation of an earlier model developed by Vickery and Twisdale 
(1995), a revised and improved central pressure filling rate model was introduced in 2005 
(Vickery 2005). The new model has been validated to give less error in the estimation of 
central pressures compared to that of the previous model (Vickery and Twisdale 1995). 
The improvement in the new model is attributed to the following changes (Vickery 
2005): (1) the rate of decay is modeled as a function of the translational wind speed at 
landfall and the radius to maximum wind; (2) more historical data are used to derive the 
new model; (3) the Atlantic coast region are divided into two independent regions (Mid-
Atlantic and New England) and a specific decay rate is calibrated for each of these 
regions. 
In the development of the new central pressure filling rate model, three different 
formulations were considered (Vickery 2005). The filling rate constant, a, is modeled as 
functions of: (1) central pressure difference at the time of landfall, Pco [Eqn. (13)], (2) 
central pressure difference to radius of maximum wind speed ratio (Pco/Rmax)[Eqn.(14)], 
and (3) Pco/Rmax ratio times the translational wind speed at landfall point [Eqn.(15)]: 
 1o coa a a p    (13) 
 1 max( / )o coa a a p R    (14) 
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 1 max( / )o co ta a a p V R     (15) 
where co a cop P P   is the central pressure difference at landfall, maxR is the radius of 
maximum wind and tV  is the translational wind speed. 
As discussed in Vickery (2005), the introduction of Rmax into the decay model is 
based on the premise that the smaller storms tend to decay more rapidly than the larger 
storms (with larger Rmax). Figure 10 depicts the movement of two storms of different 
sizes. As can be seen, the heat source removal rate of the storm with a smaller Rmax, is 
faster than that of the storm with a larger core area. The inclusion of translational winds 
speed, in addition to central pressure difference and Rmax, in the third formulation 
[Eqn.(15)] is to account for the speed in which the core area or heat source is removed 
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Figure 10:  Examples of different size of hurricane wind field at the time of landfall 
(Hurricane Irene 2011). 
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from the sea surface. To determine the most suitable choice of model for each region, the 
filling constant a  was plotted versus Pco, max
/cop R  and max/co tp V R   for four 
different regions (Table 3) (Vickery 2005). The decay parameters ( oa  and 1a ), standard 
deviation of the modeling error (  ) and goodness-of-fit (
2r ) values obtained from 
linear regression for the three proposed formulations are shown in Table 3. 
Among the three formulations considered, the third formulation [Eqn.(15)] has the 
largest
2r values for all regions except for the New England Coast in which the first 
formulation has the largest 
2r value. Therefore, for storms that made landfall along the 
Gulf Coast, Florida Peninsula and Mid-Atlantic Coast, the central pressure difference 
after landfall is modeled using Eqn.(15), while for storms that make landfall along the 
New England Coast, Eqn.(13) is utilized to model the decay of central pressure 
difference. A summary of the review of existing central pressure deficit decay models is 
provided in Table 4. The key modeling features, advantages and deficiencies of each 
model are summarized in the table. In general, these models can be categorized into two 
groups, namely, pre-1990 and post-1990 models. The major difference between the pre- 
and post-1990 models is that modeling error is not considered in those models developed 
prior to the 1990 (Schwerdt et al. 1979; Batts et al. 1980; Georgiou 1985; Ho et al. 1987).  
More recent models such as the ones developed by Vickery and Twisdale (1995) and 
Vickery (2005) specifically consider the modeling error. However, the modeling 
parameters of these two models are calibrated using selected number of major hurricane 
events. In addition, the storm heading direction is not considered in the models by 
Vickery and Twisdale (1995) and Vickery (2005).  Batts et al. (1980) have shown that the 
evolution of central pressure deficit for storms travelling parallel to or skirting along the 
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coastline typically does not follow the same pattern as the direct landfall storms. In this 
study, both the modeling error and storm heading direction are included in the 
formulation of the new central pressure deficit decay model. 
As stated in Chapter 1, the main goal of this research is to develop an improved 
hurricane central pressure filling rate or decay model based on the deficiencies identified 
in existing hurricane central pressure decay models. The development of a new model is 
given in Chapter 3. Verification of the new model and comparisons of central pressure 
simulation between the new and existing state-of-the-art models are given in Chapter 4. 
Table 3: Decay constant a  and regression parameters (Vickery 2005). 
 
  1o coa a a p    
Landfall region N 1a  oa  
2r    
Gulf Coast 26 0.00068 0.0244 0.2683 0.0225 
Florida 13 0.00116 -0.0213 0.3149 0.0325 
Mid-Atlantic Coast 13 0.00074 0.0128 0.3212 0.0174 
New England Coast 6 0.00099 0.0034 0.5471 0.5471 
 
  1 max( / )o coa a a p R    
Landfall region N 1a  oa  
2r    
Gulf Coast 26 0.0120 0.0400 0.4839 0.0189 
Florida 13 0.0172 0.0115 0.7442 0.0120 
Mid-Atlantic Coast 13 0.0290 0.0213 0.3776 0.0166 
New England Coast 6 0.0100 0.0470 0.0287 0.0167 
 
  1 max( / )o co ta a a p V R     
Landfall region N 1a  oa  
2r    
Gulf Coast 26 0.00181 0.0414 0.5884 0.0169 
Florida 13 0.00167 0.0225 0.8378 0.0158 
Mid-Atlantic Coast 13 0.00156 0.0370 0.4206 0.0161 
New England Coast 6 0.00184 0.0304 0.2621 0.0146 
The largest value of 
2r for each region is in boldface. N = the number 
of storms used to derive the parameters.) 
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Table 4: Summary of current central pressure deficit decay models. 
 
 
 
 
 
Model Model Features, Deficiencies and other Comments 
Schwerdt et al. 
(1979) 
 Post-landfall time is used as a predictor for central 
pressure 
 Limited number of historical hurricane events were used 
to calibrate the model (16 hurricanes) 
 Does not consider modeling error 
Batts et al. (1980)  Post-landfall time and storm heading angle are used as 
predictors for central pressure 
 Model is out-of-date, Calibrated using hurricane data up 
to 1980. 
 Does not consider modeling error 
Georgiou (1985)  Distance travelled by storm on land is used as a predictor 
of post-landfall central pressure  
 Limited number of historical hurricane events were used 
to calibrate the model (26 hurricanes) 
 Does not consider modeling error 
Ho et al. (1987)  Post-landfall time is used as a predictor of central 
pressure 
 Limited number of historical hurricane events were used 
to calibrate the model (23 hurricanes) 
 Does not consider modeling error 
Vickery and Twisdale 
(1995) 
 Post-landfall time is used as a predictor of central 
pressure 
 Calibrated using only the major hurricane events with 
central pressure difference of 25mb or greater at landfall 
 Modeling error is considered 
Vickery (2005)  Post-landfall time is used as a predictor of central 
pressure 
 Storm heading angle, storm translational speed, and 
storm size are used as predictors for decay rate 
 Calibrated using only the major hurricane events with 
central pressure difference of 16mb or greater at landfall 
 Modeling error is considered 
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CHAPTER THREE 
MODEL FORMULATION 
 
Model Outline 
Building on the foundation of previous hurricane central pressure deficit decay 
models, a new scenario-based multi-region decay model is developed and the modeling 
parameters are calibrated using the latest historical hurricane database (HURDAT). The 
organization of the new model is summarized in Table 5.  
 The analysis domain is divided into two general regions, namely, coastal and 
inland regions. For the coastal region, three possible scenarios are considered 
(landfalling, exiting and along-shore). The landfalling scenario is for the case when 
storms are moving from the ocean toward the land while the exiting scenario is for the 
case when storms are moving from land toward the ocean. Lastly, the along-shore 
scenario is for the situation when storms are travelling parallel to the coastline. For the 
inland region, one filling rate model is used to describe the decay rate of hurricanes 
regardless of whether the storms are entering or exiting the inland region. 
Table 5: Outline of the new hurricane central pressure deficit decay model. 
Region Scenario 
Coastal 
Region 
Gulf Coast (1) Landfalling 
(2) Along-shore 
(3) Exiting 
 
East Coast 
Northeast Coast 
Mexico 
Florida  
Inland 
Region 
Inland (4) Landfalling 
Great Lakes 
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Division of Coastal and Inland Regions 
Previous studies (Schwerdt et al. 1979; Ho et al. 1987; Vickery and Twisdale 
1995a; Vickery and Twisdale 1995b; Vickery 2005) have shown that the decay rates of 
hurricanes are geographically dependent (i.e. it is a function of the surface roughness, 
topography of the land and etc.). Following these previous studies, the coastal areas of 
the analysis domain (Figure 11) are divided into five regions. These five regions are Gulf 
Coast (GC), Florida (FL), East Coast (EC), Northeast (NE) and Mexico (MX). In 
addition, two new regions are introduced in the new model (Inland and Great Lakes).  
Figure 11: Geographic regions of the new hurricane decay model. 
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Landfalling Model for Gulf Coast, East Coast, Northeast Coast and Mexico 
In order to examine the change in the post-landfall storm intensity, central 
pressure data for selected hurricanes are plotted against the post-landfall time (Figure 
12a). Note that since the central pressure data in HURDAT are recorded at a 6-hour 
interval, linear interpolation is used to determine the landfall location and time to the 
closest hour. The decay pattern of a specific storm can be expressed in the form of a 
normalized central pressure deficit (y): 
 
( ) ( )c a c
a co a co
P t P P t
y
P P P P
 
 
 
 (16) 
where Pa and Pco are previously defined as the standard atmospheric pressure, taken as 
1013 mb, and storm central pressure at landfall. ( )cP t  is the central pressure deficit 
defined as the difference between the standard atmospheric pressure (Pa) and the storm 
central pressure at time t (Pc(t)). Figure 12b shows that the normalized central pressure 
deficits of the selected hurricanes follow a similar decay pattern. As indicated by Vickery 
and Twisdale (1995a) and as can been seen in Figure 12b, the decay of normalized 
central pressure deficit can be described in the form of an exponential equation and as a 
function of time after landfall. In this study, the normalized central pressure deficit of 
landfalling hurricanes for the Gulf Coast (GC), East Coast (EC), Northeast Coast (NE) 
and Mexico (MX) are modeled using the following exponential equation: 
  exp ( )o ay a t    (17) 
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where ao is the regional decay rate and a is the modeling error of the decay rate. The 
regional decay rate, ao, is fitted using a least-square regression. The determination of ao 
and a  are discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 12: (a) Central pressure and (b) normalized central pressure deficit 
versus post-landfall time of selected hurricanes. 
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Least-square Fitting of Filling Rate for Each Storm (ai) 
Consider hurricane Gustav (2008) which made landfall in the Gulf Coast region 
as an example (Figure 13). The post-landfall decay rate, a, is obtained using the 
following steps: 
1) Determine the central pressure at landfall (Pco). Note that since the central 
pressure data in HURDAT are recorded at a 6-hour interval, linear interpolation is 
used to determine the landfall location and time to the closest hour. 
2) Compute the post-landfall time for each of the time step in which the hurricane 
Figure 13: Landfall track of Hurricane Gustav (2008). 
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eye is inside the specific coastal region of interest. 
3) Use least-square regression to fit the decay rate, a (i.e. minimize the following 
function to obtain the best-fit a value): 
  
2
1
( )
min expa c i i
i a co
tn P P t
a t
P P
 
   
 
  (18) 
where ( )c iP t is the central pressure at ti (hours) after landfall and tn is the number 
of central pressure observations. The actual observations of central pressures for 
historical hurricanes are obtained from HURDAT.  
Figure 14 shows the actual and least-square fit of the post-landfall central 
pressures of hurricane Gustav (2008). The decay parameter, a, for hurricane Gustav, 
fitted using Eqn. (18), is 0.0304 (Figure 14a). To determine the quality of the fitted 
model, the coefficient of determination (R
2
) is calculated using the following equation: 
 
 
   
2
ln
2
2
ln
1
ln
i
i
i i
i
y y
R
y a t
  
 
    


 (19) 
where 
 
( )a c i
i
a co
P P t
y
P P



 (20) 
and 
lny  is the mean of ln(yi). The R
2
 value ranges from 0 to 1 in which an R
2
 of unity 
indicates that the model perfectly fits the observations. In this example, the R
2
 of the 
fitted decay model for hurricane Gustav is 0.69 (Figure 14b). Once the decay parameter a 
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is determined, the post-landfall central pressure can be predicted using the following 
equation: 
 
   ( ) expc a a coP t P P P a t      (16) 
Figure 14c shows the model predicted and actual post-landfall central pressures (in 
milibars) of hurricane Gustav.  
The least-square fitting procedure was used to determine the decay rate for each 
of the storms recorded after the year of 1975 when remote sensing of hurricane tracks 
using satellites was first introduced (Jarvinen et al. 1984).  The complete list of the decay 
rates fitted for all the storms that made landfall in each of the coastal regions can be 
Figure 14: Least-square fitting of decay parameter of hurricane Gustav (2008); (a) 
normalized central pressure deficit, (b) coefficient of determination R
2
, and (c) central 
pressure versus time after landfall. 
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found in Appendix B. It should be noted that only those storms with two or more post 
landfall data points (excluding the data at landfall) are included in this list.  
Least-square Fitting of Regional Decay Rate (ao) 
Consider the coastal region of Gulf Coast as an example. The scatter points 
plotted in Figure 15a are the normalized central pressure deficits of all storms that made 
landfall in Gulf Coast from 1975 to 2011. A regional filling rate parameter oa  is 
determined by minimizing Eqn. (18) using an aggregation of the data of all storms that 
made landfall in Gulf Coast. For this example, the regional filling rate for Gulf Coast is 
determined to be 0.0380 (Figure 15). This regional filling rate represents the central 
tendency of the decay rate for storms that made landfall in Gulf Coast. The regional 
filling rates for East Coast, Northeast Coast and Mexico are given in Figure 16, Figure 
17, and Figure 18, respectively. The total number of storm events used to derive the 
regional filling rate parameters are shown in the figures (e.g. Nstorm = 70 for Gulf Coast in 
Figure 15) 
As stated in the previous section, for each storm that made landfall in Gulf Coast, 
a best-fit filling rate parameter ia  
is determined using least-squares regression where 
subscript i denotes the storm number (see Appendix B for the complete list of filling rate 
parameters for each individual storms). The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 
the filling rate parameters ia  for all historical storms that made landfall in Gulf Coast is 
presented in Figure 15b along with the regional filling rate parameter, oa  (shown as a 
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vertical line). Note that the regional filling rate parameter does not necessarily correspond 
to the median of the individual storm filling rate parameters. 
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Figure 15: (a) Normalized central pressure deficit versus post-landfall time, and (b) distribution 
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Filling Rate Modeling Error  
The filling rate modeling error, a , in Eqn.(17), is defined as the difference 
between the regional filling rate, oa , and the filling rate of individual storms, ai: 
 a o ia a    (21) 
Figure 19 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the filling rate errors for 
the Gulf Coast landfalling model. The modeling error CDFs for East Coast, Northeast 
Coast, and Mexico are presented in Figures 20, 21, and 22, respectively. Previous studies 
by Vickery and Twisdale (1995) and Vickery (2005) utilize a Normal distribution to fit 
the modeling error. Figures 19 to 22 reveal that the modeling errors cannot be accurately 
characterized using a Normal distribution. In this study, the Johnson distribution is 
utilized to characterize the modeling error.  
Also shown in Figures 19 to 22 are the fitted distribution quantiles-to-empirical 
CDF quantiles plots (QQ plots) for Normal and Johnson distributions. The solid line in 
each QQ plot is a 1:1 line (i.e. a line which passes through the origin and with a slope of 
1). The best-fit distribution can be selected based the R
2
 value between the QQ data 
points and the 1:1 line. As can be seen from Figures 19 to 22, the R
2
 values associated 
with the Johnson distribution are all closer to 1.0 than that of the Normal distribution 
which means the Johnson distribution is the best-fit distribution for modeling errors. The 
procedure for estimating the Johnson distribution parameters is discussed in the next 
section. 
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Figure 19: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for Gulf Coast landfall model fitted to 
(a) Normal distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Figure 20: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for East Coast landfall model fitted to 
(a) Normal distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Figure 21: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for Northeast Coast landfall model fitted 
to (a) Normal distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Figure 22: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for Mexico landfall model fitted to (a) 
Normal distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Parameters Estimation for Johnson System Distribution 
The shape of the Johnson System Distribution is defined by four different 
transformation functions: (1) lognormal system (SL), (2) unbounded system (SU), (3) 
bounded system (SB), and (4) normal system (SN). Three of the four transformations (SU, 
SB, and SL) can be expressed using the following general transformation equation 
(Johnson 1949): 
    az f
 
 

 
    
 
 (18) 
where a is the error term to be estimated using the Johnson Distribution. z is the standard 
normal random variable and f(.) is one of the three transformations.   and δ are the shape 
parameters, λ is the scale parameter and ξ is the location parameter. 
Since the filling rate parameter is unbounded, it has been determined that the 
unbounded system is the best transformation for modeling the error distribution of the 
filling rate parameters. The transformation equation for the Johnson SU distribution is: 
 
1
2 2
log 1a az
   
 
 
 
      
         
      
 
 , a     (19) 
To solve for the four Johnson SU distribution parameters, the percentile matching 
approach is used. The percentile matching method involves estimating the four required 
parameters by matching four selected quantiles of the standard normal distribution to the 
corresponding quantiles of the target population distribution (i.e. the error distribution). 
The steps for percentile matching are given below:  
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(1) Select four target quantiles of the standard normal distribution. In this study, the 
quantiles are selected as  1 2 3 41.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1.5z z z z      . 
(2) Determine the corresponding percentiles, i, of the standard normal distribution
 1 2 3 40.07, 0.31, 0.69, 0.93       , computed as  i iz  , where  .  is 
the CDF of the standard normal distribution. 
(3) Use percentile values determined in step (2) and the inverse of the empirical 
cumulative density function of the modeling error to determine the corresponding 
quantiles of the modeling error,  1ai iF 
 .  
(4) Substitute the standard normal quantile values selected in step (1) (i.e.  z = -1.5, -0.5, 
0.5, 1.5) and the corresponding modeling error quantiles ( ai ) determined in step (3) 
into Eqn. (19). This results in four equations and four unknowns (i.e. the Johnson 
distribution parameters: , , , and ). Solving for these four equations 
simultaneously yields the solutions for the Johnson distribution parameters. 
Consider the Gulf Coast model as an example. Using the four target quantiles of 
the standard normal distribution listed in Step (1) (z = -1.5, -0.5, 0.5, and 1.5), the 
corresponding percentiles or cumulative probabilities are 0.07, 0.32, 0.69 and 0.93, 
respectively (Figure 23a). The modeling errors at the target percentiles determined 
directly from the empirical CDF are -0.027, -0.005, 0.0019, and 0.092, accordingly 
(Figure 23b). Using the percentile matching procedure, the Johnson distribution 
parameters for the Gulf Coast filling rate modeling error are  = -0.006,  = 0.014,  = 
0.771, and  = -0.557.  
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Exiting Model 
 When a storm enters the land from one coastline and then proceeds to move back 
towards the sea, the normalized central pressure deficits generally do not follow a 
monotonic decay pattern as observed for landfalling storms. The central pressures of 
storms re-entering the ocean usually fluctuate and, in some cases, even decrease (i.e. 
strengthening). One such example is the 1997 Hurricane Danny (Figure 24).  Hurricane 
Danny first made landfall in Alabama on July 19, 1997 and later re-entered the Atlantic 
Ocean near the north of the North Carolina-Virginia border. During the period when 
Danny was exiting the land or re-entering the ocean, the storm regained strength. As can 
be seen from the central pressure time history in Figure 24c, the central pressure of 
Hurricane Danny dropped (i.e. regained strength) as the storm was re-entering the 
Atlantic Ocean. Since the filling rate of exiting storms does not follow that of the 
landfalling storms, a new region (exit zone) and a new filling rate model, termed Exiting 
Model, is introduced. 
 The procedure used to derive the exit zone is similar to that used for the 
derivation of the inland boundary. A total of 38 historical storm events which fit the 
profile of exiting storms are identified from HURDAT (see Appendix B for the complete 
list of exiting storms). The eye locations correspond to the time steps when the central 
pressures of these storms began to drop are used to derive the exit zone (Figure 25).  
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Figure 24: (a) Track of Hurricane Danny (1997), (b) normalized central 
pressure deficit versus post-landfall time, and (c) central pressure versus post-
landfall time. 
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 As a storm is approaching the ocean from land, although the center of the storm is 
still remaining on land, the perimeter of the storm may re-gain energy and strength from 
the warm seawater if the fringe of the storm is on the ocean. Figure 24 reveals that the 
central pressure deficit time history of exiting hurricanes generally does not follow the 
decay pattern of landfalling hurricanes. Therefore, the landfalling filling rate model (Eqn. 
(17)) cannot be used to model the central pressure. The linear increasing trend of the 
central pressure deficit time history shown in Figure 24 is typical for exiting storms. 
Hence, a linear equation is utilized to model the normalized central pressure deficit of 
exiting storms:  
 
( )
( ) 1a c o a
a co
P P t
y a t
P P


     

 (22) 
Note that t is the time (hours) in Exit Zone. ao is the regional filling rate parameter for 
Exit Zone derived using the aggregate data of all historical storm which re-entered the 
ocean. a is the modeling error (see Eqn. (21)). Rearranging Eqn. (22) yields the 
following central pressure equation for Exiting model:   
  ( ) ( ) ( ) 1c a a co o aP t P P P a t         (23) 
Figure 26a shows the normalized central pressure versus time of historical storms in the 
Exit Zone. The previously discussed least-square regress procedure is utilized to 
determine: 
 (1) the filling rate parameter for individual exiting storms indentified from HURDAT, ai, 
(See Appendix B for the complete list of exiting storms), and  
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(2) the aggregate filling rate parameter, ao (i.e. the aggregate of all exiting storm data). 
The aggregate filling rate parameter for the Exiting model is determined to be -0.012 
(Figure 26a).  
The filling rate errors, a, for the Exiting model are computed using Eqn. (21) and 
are shown in Figure 27. As expected, the Johnson SU distribution fits the filling rate 
modeling errors better than the Normal distribution. The R
2
 value of the Johnson 
distribution QQ plot is 0.96 which is very close to 1.0 (perfect fit). In contrast, the R
2
 
value of the Normal distribution is only 0.60. 
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Figure 26: Exiting model. (a) Normalized central pressure deficit versus time in Exiting Zone, 
(b) distribution of central pressure deficit filling rate parameters. 
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Figure 27: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for Exiting model fitted to (a) Normal 
distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Florida Model 
 A filing rate model is calibrated for the Florida peninsula. Since the width of the 
Florida peninsula is relatively narrow, about 160 miles wide, storms that made landfall in 
the Florida peninsula often re-enter the ocean. In other words, as soon as a storm made 
landfall in Florida, the storm can be considered as “exiting” the region at the same time. 
Therefore, the filling rate of Florida region is modeled using the equation developed for 
the Exiting Model (Eqn. (22)).  
 The normalized central pressure deficit versus landfall time for the Florida 
peninsula is plotted in Figure 28 and the regional filling rate model, ao, fitted using the 
aforementioned least-square regression is -0.0078. The distribution of the filling rate 
errors, a, are given in Figure 29. Similar to the Landfalling and Exiting models, the 
Johnson SU distribution is the best-fit distribution for the modeling errors (R
2
 = 0.88 for 
Johnson distribution versus R
2
 = 0.46 for Normal distribution). 
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Figure 28: Florida model. (a) Normalized central pressure deficit versus time in Florida Zone, 
(b) distribution of central pressure deficit filling rate parameters. 
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Figure 29: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for Florida model fitted to (a) normal 
distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Along-shore Model 
 Figure 30 shows the track of Hurricane Irene (2011) since it first made landfall 
along the coast of North Carolina. According to Avila and Cangialosi (2011), the eye of 
Hurricane Irene crossed the coastline three times as it traveled along the east coast of the 
U.S. The normalized central pressure deficit and central pressure time history since 
landfall are shown in Figure 30. It can be seen that the central pressure of Irene decreased 
slightly at hour 6 after the initial landfall and then increased again after hour 12. As 
pointed out by Vickery (2005), the cause for the central pressure oscillation of this type 
of hurricane is that its core area is not cut off from the energy source quickly like the 
landfalling hurricanes. A new model, termed Along-shore model, is employed to 
characterize the central pressures for hurricanes moving along the coastline. Along-shore 
storms are defined as those storms centered within 93.2 mile (150km) from the coastline 
and the angles between the storm heading directions and shoreline are within 20 degrees. 
The along-shore storms differ from typical landfalling storms which usually exhibit an 
exponential decay pattern. The along-shore storms generally are able to maintain their 
strength (i.e., decay at a slower rate) as the storms travel parallel to the coastline.  
 Similar to the procedure used to develop the Exiting Model, the linear filling rate 
model (Eqn. (22)) is utilized to fit the aggregate filling rate, ao, of the along-shore storms 
(Figure 31). Note that the aggregate filling rate for Along-shore Model is approximately 
equal to zero which reflects that a typical along-shore storm has a central tendency to 
maintain its strength (or central pressure). Again, the modeling error, a, is modeled using 
the Johnson SU distribution (Figure 32). 
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Figure 30: (a) Track of Hurricane Irene (2011), (b) normalized central pressure deficit versus 
time, and (c) central pressure versus time. 
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ao 
Figure 31: Along-shore model. (a) Normalized central pressure deficit versus time, (b) 
distribution of central pressure deficit filling rate parameters. 
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Figure 32: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for Along-shore model fitted to (a) 
normal distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Inland Model 
 While most hurricanes lose their strength within approximately 10 to 20 hours 
after landfall, wide spread damages to inland region have been reported following several 
historical hurricane events (e.g. Katrina 2005 and Ike 2008). For example, although the 
intensity of Hurricane Ike (2008) dropped to tropical storm level after traveled deep into 
the inland region of the US, significant wind speeds (maximum gust of 50-60 knot or 
approximately 58-70 mph) were observed in the lower and middle Ohio Valley and lower 
Great Lakes (Berg 2009). Structural damages were also reported in Kentucky, Indiana, 
Ohio and Pennsylvania (Tom and Barr 2008). The high wind speed can be a great 
concern for the inland facilities especially those that are not designed to resist high wind 
pressures. Although the observed hurricane induced wind speeds were significant, the 
annual maximum wind speeds for the inland areas are governed by the straight-line winds. 
For completeness of the decay model, an Inland model is introduced. 
 Figure 33a shows the central pressure time histories for selected storms that 
traveled more than 100 kilometers inland. As can be observed, the central pressures 
increase quickly (i.e. the storms get weaken) after landfall. The rates of weakening slow 
down around 20 hours after landfall (shown as bold lines in Figure 33a). This shows that 
the slow decay rate of storms in the inland region cannot be accurately represented by the 
decay model developed for the coastal regions. Therefore, a separate region, termed the 
Inland Region, is used to characterize the decay behavior of inland storms.  
 The exponential decay equation (Eqn.(17)) developed for the landfalling model is 
adopted for the Inland Model. The regional filling rate parameter, ao, for Inland region 
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derived from historical storms is 0.0287 (Figure 34) which is lower than that of the 
coastal regions. The ao values for Gulf Coast, East Coast, Northeast Coast and Mexico 
regions range from 0.033 to 0.046 (see Figures 17 to 19). The Johnson SU distribution is 
again proven to be the best-fit distribution for the filling rate error (Figure 35). 
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Figure 33: (a) Central pressure time histories and (b) tracks of selected hurricanes 
that traveled more than 62 mile (100 km) inland. 
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Figure 34: Inland model. (a) Normalized central pressure deficit versus time, (b) 
distribution of central pressure deficit filling rate parameters. 
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Figure 35: CDF and quantile plots of filling rate error for Inland model fitted to (a) 
normal distribution and (b) Johnson system distribution. 
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Great Lakes Model 
During the investigation of the slow decay rate phenomenon of storms traveling 
inland, it was observed that certain storms were able to maintain their intensity or even 
slightly increase their intensity when passing through the Great Lakes region. For this 
reason, another geographic region, named the Great Lakes Region, is defined and a 
separate filling rate model is calibrated. As stated previously, it should be noted that 
while the observed hurricane induced wind speeds are relatively high for inland region, 
for structural engineering and design purposes, the straight-line wind is likely to govern 
the design wind speed for the Great Lakes and other inland regions. For completeness of 
the hurricane filling rate model, a model is also calibrated for the Great Lakes region. 
 The filling rate model for Great Lakes region takes the form of the Exiting and 
Along-shore models (Eqn. (22)). The regional filling rate parameter, ao, and the filling 
rate error, a, fit are provided in Figure 36 and Figure 37, respectively. While the Normal 
distribution provides a reasonable fit for the filling rate error in Great Lakes region (R
2
 = 
0.86), the Johnson SU distribution is still the distribution that better fit the filling rate 
errors (R
2
 = 0.91). 
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Figure 36: Great Lakes model. (a) Normalized central pressure deficit versus time, (b) 
distribution of central pressure deficit filling rate parameters. 
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Figure 37: Great Lakes model. (a) Normalized central pressure deficit versus time, 
(b) distribution of central pressure deficit filling rate parameters. 
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Summary of the New Filling Rate Model  
 
Table 6 summarizes the new set of decay models which is organized into seven 
geographic regions and four scenarios. As a storm approaches the coastline, the type of 
model to be utilized is determined based on both the location of the eye and the heading 
direction of the storm relative to the coastline.   
Table 6: Classification of decay model. 
 
Table 7 summarizes the modeling equations and the associated regional filling 
rate parameters, ao, calibrated based on the historical hurricane data (i.e. HURDAT). The 
filling rate error distribution parameters, a, are provided in Table 8. This new hurricane 
filing rate model has been coded into a Matlab program. The source code is provide in 
Appendix C. This program is utilized in a model benchmark study to compare the 
performance or accuracy of the new model to two state-of-the-art hurricane filling rate 
models (Vickery and Twisdale 1995a; Vickery 2005). 
General 
Region 
Scenario Modeling Region  
Coastal 
Landfalling 
Gulf Coast, Florida, East Coast, Northeast Coast, Mexico; 
Eye moves from ocean toward inland region 
Exiting Exiting Region; Eye moves from land toward ocean 
Along- 
shore 
Eye is within 93.2 mile (150km) from the coastline and 
heading angle relative to the coastline is within 20 degrees 
Inland Landfalling Inland Region; Great Lakes Region 
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Table 7: Formulation and filling rate parameters of new decay models. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model ao y Nstorm 
    
Along-shore -0.0006 ( ) 1o ay a t      56 
Exiting 0.0120 ( ) 1o ay a t      36 
Gulf Coast 0.0380 exp[ ( ) ]o ay a t     70 
East Coast 0.0331 exp[ ( ) ]o ay a t     41 
Florida 0.0078 ( ) 1o ay a t      33 
Northeast 
Coast 
0.0439 exp[ ( ) ]o ay a t     18 
Inland 0.0287 exp[ ( ) ]o ay a t     20 
Great Lakes -0.0020 ( ) 1o ay a t      13 
Mexico 0.0459 exp[ ( ) ]o ay a t     63 
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Table 8:  Distribution parameters for decay rate error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model 
Distribution parameters 
(Normal: μ,σ) 
(Johnson Systerm: λ,  , δ, ξ) 
R
2
 KS KS critical 
Along-shore 
Normal -0.006 0.075 0.796 0.223
(a)
 
0.178 
Johnson 0.061 1.764 2.099 0.059 0.879 0.094 
Exiting 
Normal 0.020 0.065 0.597 0.270
(a)
 
0.221 
Johnson 0.013 -0.242 0.769 0.003 0.957 0.081 
Gulf Coast 
Normal 0.022 0.069 0.688 0.244
(a)
 
0.160 
Johnson 0.014 -0.557 0.771 -0.006 0.964 0.108 
East Coast 
Normal 0.027 0.050 0.829 0.197 
0.208 
Johnson 0.014 -1.243 0.886 -0.017 0.899 0.061 
Florida 
Normal 0.072 0.212 0.457 0.379
(a)
 
0.231 
Johnson 0.017 -0.387 0.508 0.011 0.882 0.135 
North-East Coast 
Normal 0.105 0.369 0.619 0.294 
0.309 
Johnson 0.016 -0.201 0.375 0 0.793 0.194 
Inland 
Normal 0.059 0.141 0.485 0.322
(a)
 
0.294 
Johnson 0.004 -0.955 0.470 -0.015 0.858 0.106 
Great Lakes 
Normal 0.014 0.032 0.865 0.154 
0.361 
Johnson 0.016 -0.197 0.811 0.007 0.910 0.108 
Mexico 
Normal 0.024 0.048 0.966 0.098 
0.171 
Johnson 0.032 -6.067 2.923 -0.106 0.983 0.092 
(a) KS value greater than the critical KS value at 5% significant level (=0.05). 
(b) Bold font indicates the best-fit. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MODEL BENCHMARKING 
 
The performance of a central pressure filling rate model can be evaluated by 
comparing the model predicted and the actual observed central pressures of historical 
hurricanes. The modeling error of the central pressure,
cp
 , can be quantified using the 
following equation: 
 
c
o m
p c cP P
      (24) 
 where o
cP
  is the observed or recorded central pressure of historical events and m
cP
  is 
the model prediction for central pressure. To benchmark the performance of the new 
decay models developed in Chapter Three, the central pressures computed using the 
aforementioned new system of decay models were compared to that computed using two 
state-of-the-art decay models, namely, the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) model and 
Vickery (2005) model. The central pressure measurements and other information 
required for simulation, such as storm track, translational wind speed, were extracted 
from historical hurricane records (HURDAT) starting from year 1975.  
 
The Vickery (2005) model utilizes the radius of maximum wind speed at landfall 
as a predictor for the decay of hurricanes. When computing the central pressure using the 
Vickery (2005) model, the empirical expressions of Rmax given in Vickery and Wadhera 
(2008) are utilized. The Rmax equations are divided into three groups: 
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Atlantic landfalling hurricanes:
   
 5 2
maxln( ) 2.556 5.963 10 0.0458coR P 
      (25) 
Gulf Coast landfalling hurricanes:  
 5 2
maxln( ) 2.377 4.852 10 0.0483coR P 
      (26)
 
 
All other: 
 5 2
maxln( ) 3.015 6.291 10 0.0337coR P 
      (27) 
where Ψ is the latitude of hurricane eye and 
coP  is the central pressure difference at 
landfall. It should be noted that the Vickery (2005) model was calibrated using the actual 
Rmax of historical hurricanes. In this benchmark study, the central pressure modeling 
errors of the Vickery (2005) model are computed using the aforementioned empirical 
equations (Eqns. (25) to (27)). The reason for using the empirical Rmax equations is that 
the historical Rmax values cannot be used in a stochastic hurricane simulation process (see 
Figure 7). Thus, to measure the true performance of the decay model within a stochastic 
hurricane simulation framework, the empirical Rmax are used in this benchmark study. 
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Pc Errors of Coastal Regions 
Comparisons between the central pressures predicted using the models and the 
actual observations (HURDAT) for historical storms that made landfall in Gulf Coast, 
East Coast, Northeast Coast, Florida and Mexico regions are shown in Figures 38 to 42, 
respectively. Visual inspection of the recorded central pressures and that predicted by the 
models reveals that the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery (2005) models tend to 
overestimate the central pressures for Gulf Coast region (Figure 38). Note that the 
strength of hurricane is inversely proportional to the central pressure. Overestimation of 
central pressure means underestimation of the hurricane intensity which, in turn, will 
result in underestimation of the hurricane wind speed. 
For East Coast, Northeast Coast and Florida regions, the scatter patterns of the 
central pressures computed using the new, Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery 
(2005) models match well with the measured central pressures of historical storm events.  
Figure 42 shows the central pressure predictions for storms made landfall in the 
Mexico region. Note that the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery (2005) were 
calibrated for storms above the 25
o
 N latitude line. Only those central pressure 
observations above the 25
o
 N latitude line are included in the Vickery and Twisdale 
(1995a) and Vickery (2005) models.  
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Figure 38: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for storms in Gulf 
Coast region. 
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Figure 39: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for storms in East Coast 
region. 
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Figure 40: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for storms in Northeast 
Coast region. 
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Figure 41: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for storms in Florida 
region. 
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Figure 42: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for storms in Mexico 
region. 
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The empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) and probability density 
functions (CDFs) of the model central pressure errors, 
cP
 , for Gulf Coast, East Coast, 
Northeast Coast, Florida and Mexico regions are shown in Figures 43 to 47, accordingly. 
The central pressure errors are computed as the observations minus the model predictions 
(Eqn.(24)). In other words, a negative error value means the model under-predicts the 
actual central pressure. A piecewise linear nonparametric approach is used to estimate the 
empirical CDF curves and nonparametric kernel estimation approach is used to estimate 
the empirical PDF curves (Bowman and Azzalini 1997). 
From the CDF plots, it can be seen that the medians of the central pressure errors 
of the new model for all the coastal regions are approximately equal zero which imply 
that the new model is unbiased. On the contrary, the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and 
Vickery (2005) models tend to overestimate the central pressures (i.e. the medians of 
cP

are negative).  
From the probability density plots (PDFs), it can be observed that the modes or 
peaks on the PDFs of the new decay model are very close to zero which means that the 
new model has the highest probability of matching the actual central pressures of 
historical hurricanes. In other words, the central pressure error value that occurs most 
frequently is 
cP
 = 0 or “no error”. In general, the modes of the Vickery and Twisdale 
(1995a) and Vickery (2005) models are also near zero except for the East Coast region 
where the modes are negative values (Figure 44). 
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Figure 43: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of the central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery 
and Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for storms in Gulf Coast region. 
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Figure 44: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery 
and Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for storms in East Coast region. 
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Figure 45: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for storms in North-East Coast region. 
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Figure 46: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for storms in Florida region. 
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Figure 47: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for storms in Mexico region. 
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(b) 
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Pc Errors of Inland and Great Lakes Regions 
Comparisons between the central pressures predicted using the models and the 
actual observations (HURDAT) for historical storms that travelled into the Inland and 
Great Lakes regions are shown in Figures 48 and 49, respectively. Selected data pairs 
(model predictions versus observations) for the Inland region are circled with dashed 
lines (Figure 48). It can be seen that the new model predictions match the actual 
observations of the reasonably well while the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery 
(2005) models over-predict the actual central pressure values (i.e. under-predict the storm 
intensities). Note that the larger and closer the central pressure is to the standard air 
pressure (1013mb), the less intense the storm is. Similarly, these two models also over-
predict the central pressures in Great Lakes region (Figure 49).  
The empirical CDFs and PDFs of the central pressure errors for the new, Vickery 
Twisdale (1995a), and Vickery (2005) for Inland and Great Lakes regions are shown in 
Figures 50 and 51, respectively. As expected, the medians and modes of the Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery (2005) models are all well below zero (i.e. negative errors). 
This indicates that these two models are biased toward over decaying the storms in Inland 
and Great Lakes regions. Not only that the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery 
(2005) models are biased, the dispersions of the errors (uncertainties) for these two 
models are also higher than that of the new decay model for the Inland region (see Figure 
50).  
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Figure 48: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for storms in Inland 
region. 
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Figure 49: Comparisons between central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for storms in Great 
Lakes region. 
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Figure 50: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for storms in Inland region. 
(a) 
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Figure 51: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for storms in Great Lakes region. 
(a) 
(b) 
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Pc Errors of Along-shore and Exiting Storms 
 The central pressures versus time plots for the three models along with the actual 
observations (HURDAT) for along-shore and exiting hurricanes are shown in Figure 52 
and Figure 53, respectively. As expected, the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery 
(2005) models have tendency to over-predict the central pressures. The negative mode 
and median values associate with the Vickery and Twisdale (1995a) and Vickery (2005) 
models (see Figure 54 and Figure 55) again confirm the overall tendency of 
overestimation in central pressure, in other words, underestimation of the storm intensity 
for along-shore and exiting storms.  
The accuracy of the new decay model over the two benchmark models in 
predicting storms re-entering the ocean is clearly shown in Figure 55. From the empirical 
PDF plots, the central pressure errors of the new decay model for exiting storms are 
centered around zero with very little dispersion. On the contrary, the central pressure 
errors of the two benchmark models are highly dispersed (uncertain) and biased toward 
the negative region (i.e. under-prediction of storm intensity).   
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Figure 52: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for Along-shore storms. 
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Figure 53: Comparisons between the central pressures of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, Vickery (2005) model and HURDAT records for Exiting storms. 
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Figure 54: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for Along-shore storms. 
(a) 
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Figure 55: (a) CDF and (b) PDF of central pressure errors of the new decay model, Vickery and 
Twisdale (1995a) model, and Vickery (2005) model for Exiting storms. 
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Summary of Model Benchmark Results 
Table 9 summarizes the statistics of the central pressure errors, 
cp
 , for the new 
model and the two benchmark models (Vickery and Twisdale 1995; Vickery 2005). The 
total data points (N) for each model in each region are given in the third column in Table 
9. The difference in the number of data points for each model is attributed to the 
difference in the definition of the region boundaries. In order to determine the best-model 
for each region or scenario (e.g. exiting or along-shore storms), five performance 
indicators are used to quantify the model accuracy. These five indicators are (1) root-
mean-square (RMS) deviation, (2) median, (3) mode, (4) kurtosis, and (5) mean of the 
central pressure errors. 
 The root-mean-square deviation is computed as follow: 
 
 
2
1
N
o m
ci ci
i
P P
RMS
N
   




 (28) 
where N is the total number of data points; o
cP
  and m
cP
  are defined previously as the 
actual observed and model predicted central pressures, respectively. An accurate model 
would have a small RMS value. 
 Median and mean are computed to determine the central location of the errors. A 
non-bias model would have the median and mean approximately equal to zero. Mode of 
the central pressure error, 
cp
 , distribution is determined by locating the peak in an 
empirical PDF (e.g., see Figure 44). The mode is the central pressure error value that 
occurs most frequently. A mode of equal or near zero is desirable. In addition, Kurtosis 
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(or the fourth central moment) is utilized to quantify the “peakedness” of the probability 
density. A higher kurtosis value is desirable. It means more of the errors are concentrated 
in the mean. 
 Giving equal weight to each performance indicator, the best model for each 
region and scenario is identified in the last column in Table 9. The new decay model is 
determined to be the best model for modeling exiting and along-shore storms. As 
expected, the new decay model is also the best model for inland and Great Lakes regions. 
Lastly, the new decay model is determined to be the best model for almost all coastal 
regions except for the Florida and Northeast Coast regions where the Vickery (2005) 
model is shown to be more accurate.  
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Table 9: Summary of central pressure error statistics for the new, Vickery and Twisdale 
(1995a) and Vickery (2005) models. 
Region Type N 
RMS 
Error 
Median Mode Kurtosis Mean 
Best-
Model 
Along-
shore 
New 113 5.62 0 0.017 4.777 1.25 √ 
Vickery 2005 39 6.10 -2 -1.305 2.983 -2.31  
Vickery 95 39 6.93 -4 -1.314 1.819 -4.72  
Exiting 
New 69 2.90 0 0.540 14.228 0.46 √ 
Vickery 2005 68 7.94 -5 -4.448 4.682 -5.05  
Vickery 95 68 8.24 -6 -4.645 4.716 -6.12  
Gulf 
Coast 
New 287 6.51 0 -0.583 4.461 1.81 √ 
Vickery 2005 283 5.98 -2 -1.225 4.033 -1.48  
Vickery 95 283 6.54 -3 -0.930 4.406 -3.83  
East 
Coast 
New 121 6.87 0 0.360 10.611 1.82 √ 
Vickery 2005 120 5.42 -3 -2.196 3.519 -1.96  
Vickery 95 120 5.69 -4 -3.765 3.925 -4.08  
Florida 
New 72 6.29 1 1.332 4.130 2.62  
Vickery 2005 71 4.87 -2 -0.677 3.466 -1.68 √ 
Vickery 95 71 3.49 -2 -1.097 2.484 -2.32  
Northeast 
Coast 
New 18 4.03 1 1.557 2.845 0.98 √ 
Vickery 2005 18 5.46 -1 0.633 3.391 -0.29 √ 
Vickery 95 18 5.76 -5 -3.788 4.117 -4.61  
Inland 
New 52 2.41 0 -0.889 3.971 0.09 √ 
Vickery 2005 50 7.27 -4 -3.523 3.091 -4.23  
Vickery 95 50 7.23 -4 -2.829 2.953 -4.84  
Great 
Lakes 
New 39 4.71 0 0.510 5.997 1.73 √ 
Vickery 2005 38 9.95 -9 -8.527 4.121 -8.05  
Vickery 95 38 10.2 -9 -9.143 4.380 -8.84  
Mexico 
New 234 8.33 0 0.092 4.796 1.92 √ 
Vickery 2005 25 3.95 2 2.177 3.866 2.09  
Vickery 95 25 4.05 -1 -0.177 3.175 0.44  
(a) Bold fonts mean the best values among the three models. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMANDATION 
 
Summary and Conclusion 
Building on the foundation of previous hurricane central pressure deficit decay 
models, a new scenario-based multi-region decay model was developed and calibrated 
using historical hurricane information (HURDAT). For modeling purposes, the states of 
the storm are characterized using seven geographic regions (Gulf Coast, East Coast, 
Northeast Coast, Florida, Mexico, Inland and Great Lakes) and three scenarios 
(landfalling, along-shore, and exiting storms). Two new decay model, exiting and along-
shore models, which were not addressed in the previous models, were derived.  
A set of simple empirical models expressed in terms of exponential and linear 
equations are utilized to characterize the decay rate of hurricanes after landfall. The 
modeling parameters are determined through regression analysis using the hurricane 
database (HURDAT) maintained by the National Hurricane Center for hurricane records 
from 1975 to 2010 (HRD 2012a). Based on the results of the regression analysis, it has 
been shown that the modeling uncertainty (or error term), which is defined as the 
difference between the model predicted and the actual observed decay rates, can be 
characterized using the unbounded Johnson distribution. 
A benchmark study was conducted to compare the new decay model to two state-
of-the-art hurricane filling rate models (Vickery and Twisdale 1995a; Vickery 2005). 
Except for Florida and Northeast Coast regions where the Vickery (2005) model is shown 
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to be slightly more accurate, the new decay model provides more accurate central 
pressure predictions over the existing filling rate models in almost all regions (both 
coastal and inland).  
The new decay model has been coded into a Matlab program and the codes are 
provided in Appendix C. The hurricane filling rate model code developed in this study 
can easily be implemented into a stochastic hurricane simulation framework for long-
term hurricane simulation.  
 
Recommendations for Future Work 
The new decay model can be used in conjunction with a stochastic hurricane 
simulation framework to develop design wind speed maps such as those in the ASCE 7-
10 (2010). In this study, the central pressures were simulated using the real tracks of 
historical hurricanes. The decay model can be implemented as a module in a stochastic 
hurricane model (Figure 5) with simulated hurricane tracks for long-term hurricane 
hazard simulation.  
The new decay model was calibrated based on the actual central pressures of 
hurricane events. To improve the model, as new data are available in the future, the decay 
model should be recalibrated and a set of new filling rate and error term parameters 
should be fitted using the latest data.  
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Appendix A 
Flow-chart of application procedure for multi-region and scenario Pc decay model  
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Appendix B 
Storms landfall information used in derivation of regions and scenarios models 
Table B1: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates for Along-Shore model. 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1032 HALLIE 1975 10261975 06:00 1006 24 -0.0277 4 0.91 
1036 BELLE 1976 08091976 18:00 970 12 0.0256 2 1.00 
1041 SUBTROP3 1976 09151976 12:00 1011 12 0.0500 2 0.70 
1063 BOB 1979 07151979 06:00 1011 12 0.0500 2 0.70 
1085 DENNIS 1981 08191981 06:00 1003 30 -0.0203 5 0.99 
1113 ISIDORE 1984 09291984 06:00 1005 18 -0.0327 3 0.97 
1124 HENRI 1985 09241985 06:00 1005 12 0.0125 2 0.70 
1125 ISABEL 1985 10141985 06:00 1011 12 -0.0500 2 0.70 
1127 KATE 1985 11221985 12:00 990 12 0.0464 2 1.00 
1130 CHARLEY 1986 08171986 12:00 991 12 -0.0167 2 0.91 
1179 BOB 1991 08191991 00:00 957 24 0.0085 4 0.42 
1208 ALLISON 1995 06061995 06:00 994 18 -0.0019 3 0.11 
1228 BERTHA 1996 07131996 00:00 993 30 0.0028 5 0.85 
1236 JOSEPHINE 1996 10081996 06:00 990 12 -0.0145 2 1.00 
1252 EARL 1998 09031998 18:00 994 18 0.0088 3 0.72 
1267 FLOYD 1999 09161999 12:00 967 12 0.0239 2 1.00 
1267 FLOYD 1999 09171999 06:00 983 18 0.0067 3 0.96 
1270 IRENE 1999 10171999 18:00 978 12 -0.0286 2 0.83 
1280 GORDON 2000 09182000 12:00 1006 18 0.0510 3 0.43 
1280 GORDON 2000 09192000 18:00 1008 18 -0.0381 3 0.89 
1289 ALLISON 2001 06172001 12:00 1004 18 0.0225 3 0.96 
1314 KYLE 2002 10112002 06:00 1008 24 0.0244 4 0.25 
1334 CHARLEY 2004 08142004 06:00 993 18 0.0393 3 0.62 
1349 CINDY 2005 07092005 06:00 1009 12 -0.0667 2 0.96 
1361 OPHELIA 2005 09142005 18:00 979 12 0.0059 2 0.70 
1386 BARRY 2007 06022007 18:00 1001 30 -0.0283 5 0.69 
1386 BARRY 2007 06042007 06:00 990 24 0.0039 4 0.88 
1402 CRISTOBAL 2008 07202008 06:00 1006 12 0.0096 2 0.70 
1407 HANNA 2008 09062008 12:00 985 24 0.0190 4 0.47 
1452 IRENE 2011 08272011 12:00 952 24 0.0053 4 0.59 
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Table B2: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms in the case of Exiting 
model. 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1063 BOB 1979 07141979 12:00 1010 11.9 0.0224 2 0.70 
1065 DAVID 1979 09061979 18:00 992 7.3 -0.0265 2 0.99 
1126 JUAN 1985 10301985 00:00 980 12.0 0.0061 2 0.70 
1134 NOTNAMED 1987 08141987 06:00 1010 12.0 0.0223 2 0.70 
1143 CHRIS 1988 08291988 06:00 1009 18.0 -0.0029 3 0.04 
1153 ALLISON 1989 06281989 00:00 1004 42.0 0.0135 7 0.79 
1160 HUGO 1989 09241989 06:00 993 12.0 -0.0167 2 1.00 
1176 MARCO 1990 10131990 00:00 1006 11.4 0.0151 2 0.66 
1254 GEORGES 1998 09291998 18:00 996 12.0 0.0196 2 1.00 
1265 DENNIS 1999 09061999 06:00 1004 18.0 0.0317 3 0.95 
1289 ALLISON 2001 06072001 06:00 1006 12.0 0.0096 2 0.70 
1289 ALLISON 2001 06082001 06:00 1004 36.0 0.0141 6 0.08 
1289 ALLISON 2001 06132001 00:00 1004 14.7 0.0143 3 0.95 
1338 GASTON 2004 08302004 12:00 1000 12.0 0.0103 2 0.10 
1340 IVAN 2004 09182004 00:00 999 18.0 0.0085 3 0.56 
1341 JEANNE 2004 09282004 12:00 1000 12.0 -0.0077 2 0.70 
1349 CINDY 2005 07072005 18:00 1010 20.3 -0.0167 4 0.78 
1405 FAY 2008 08242008 12:00 1000 9.1 0.0102 2 0.41 
 
Table B3: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms travelling in Gulf Coast 
region 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1051 AMELIA 1978 07311978 06:00 1007 18.0 0.0437 3 0.89 
1054 DEBRA 1978 08291978 00:00 1000 17.1 0.0234 2 0.87 
1063 BOB 1979 07111979 12:00 986 29.3 0.0488 5 0.99 
1064 CLAUDETTE 1979 07241979 18:00 997 23.3 0.0107 4 0.88 
1064 CLAUDETTE 1979 07261979 00:00 1001 36.0 0.0165 6 0.93 
1067 FREDERIC 1979 09131979 00:00 946 20.3 0.0599 4 0.97 
1071 ALLEN 1980 08101980 06:00 945 11.2 0.0428 2 0.99 
1074 DANIELLE 1980 09051980 18:00 1004 36.0 0.0407 7 0.78 
1097 CHRIS 1982 09111982 06:00 997 30.7 0.0441 6 0.94 
1100 ALICIA 1983 08181983 06:00 963 22.2 0.0662 4 0.95 
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ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1120 DANNY 1985 08151985 12:00 988 38.2 0.0312 7 0.99 
1121 ELENA 1985 09021985 12:00 959 28.9 0.1320 5 0.14 
1126 JUAN 1985 10291985 06:00 975 12.9 0.0109 3 0.92 
1126 JUAN 1985 10311985 12:00 978 24.4 0.0214 5 0.91 
1129 BONNIE 1986 06261986 06:00 995 13.7 0.0669 3 0.73 
1142 BERYL 1988 08091988 12:00 1002 29.8 0.0407 5 0.83 
1147 FLORENCE 1988 09101988 00:00 983 32.9 0.0747 6 0.99 
1153 ALLISON 1989 06261989 12:00 999 34.4 0.0120 4 0.84 
1153 ALLISON 1989 06291989 18:00 1008 18.0 0.0455 3 0.97 
1155 CHANTAL 1989 08011989 12:00 984 23.5 0.0678 4 1.00 
1162 JERRY 1989 10161989 00:00 983 17.1 0.0835 3 0.84 
1187 ANDREW 1992 08261992 06:00 955 39.7 0.0634 7 0.08 
1193 ARLENE 1993 06201993 06:00 1001 21.0 0.0227 4 0.96 
1201 ALBERTO 1994 07031994 12:00 993 13.8 0.1211 3 0.95 
1211 DEAN 1995 07311995 00:00 999 28.2 0.0204 5 0.57 
1212 ERIN 1995 08031995 12:00 974 19.6 0.0961 4 0.74 
1222 OPAL 1995 10041995 18:00 938 7.3 0.0936 2 0.98 
1244 DANNY 1997 07201997 06:00 998 48.0 0.0487 8 0.96 
1250 CHARLEY 1998 08221998 06:00 1002 30.6 0.0244 6 0.97 
1253 FRANCES 1998 09111998 18:00 994 48.0 0.0164 8 0.90 
1254 GEORGES 1998 09281998 18:00 984 24.0 0.0229 4 0.97 
1255 HERMINE 1998 09201998 00:00 999 13.8 0.0275 3 0.78 
1263 BRET 1999 08231999 00:00 951 22.2 0.0657 4 0.99 
1290 BARRY 2001 08062001 00:00 992 18.7 0.1521 4 0.97 
1305 BERTHA 2002 08052002 06:00 1008 17.8 0.0843 3 0.99 
1309 FAY 2002 09072002 06:00 999 56.3 0.0282 10 0.84 
1311 HANNA 2002 09142002 12:00 1003 15.6 0.0920 3 0.97 
1312 ISIDORE 2002 09262002 06:00 984 23.4 0.0179 4 0.94 
1315 LILI 2002 10032002 12:00 962 22.3 0.0586 4 0.97 
1317 BILL 2003 06302003 18:00 997 23.6 0.0357 4 0.93 
1318 CLAUDETTE 2003 07152003 12:00 982 13.7 0.0616 3 0.98 
1322 GRACE 2003 08312003 06:00 1008 37.0 0.0244 7 0.92 
1340 IVAN 2004 09162004 06:00 943 16.4 0.0625 3 0.96 
1344 MATTHEW 2004 10102004 06:00 999 19.0 0.0290 4 0.97 
1347 ARLENE 2005 06112005 18:00 991 22.8 0.0419 4 0.98 
1349 CINDY 2005 07062005 00:00 992 26.6 0.0420 5 0.92 
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ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1350 DENNIS 2005 07102005 18:00 942 34.0 0.0999 6 0.41 
1357 KATRINA 2005 08292005 06:00 913 31.2 0.0520 6 0.98 
1363 RITA 2005 09242005 06:00 935 38.9 0.0601 7 0.95 
1389 ERIN 2007 08162007 12:00 1006 23.5 0.0101 3 0.69 
1392 HUMBERTO 2007 09132007 06:00 985 29.4 0.0707 5 0.78 
1403 DOLLY 2008 07232008 18:00 967 15.6 0.0533 3 0.99 
1404 EDOUARD 2008 08052008 12:00 996 23.8 0.0599 4 0.81 
1405 FAY 2008 08232008 18:00 999 18.0 0.0025 3 0.52 
1405 FAY 2008 08252008 00:00 1001 42.0 0.0058 7 0.84 
1406 GUSTAV 2008 09012008 12:00 955 69.9 0.0304 12 0.69 
1408 IKE 2008 09132008 06:00 951 21.1 0.0419 4 0.97 
1432 HERMINE 2010 09072010 00:00 991 24.9 0.0301 5 0.85 
1456 LEE 2011 09042011 12:00 986 16.7 0.0169 3 0.98 
        
Table B4: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms travelling in East Coast 
region 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1029 ELOISE 1975 09231975 12:00 955 12.1 0.2271 3 0.44 
1038 DOTTIE 1976 08201976 18:00 1005 8.4 0.0906 2 0.85 
1063 BOB 1979 07131979 18:00 1008 16.6 0.0289 3 0.88 
1065 DAVID 1979 09051979 00:00 972 18.0 0.0187 3 1.00 
1108 DIANA 1984 09131984 06:00 978 16.5 0.0837 3 0.98 
1118 BOB 1985 07251985 00:00 1002 20.9 0.0662 4 0.94 
1120 DANNY 1985 08171985 06:00 1006 18.2 0.1032 4 0.57 
1143 CHRIS 1988 08281988 12:00 1005 14.8 0.0494 3 0.99 
1160 HUGO 1989 09221989 00:00 935 14.3 0.0836 3 0.98 
1176 MARCO 1990 10121990 06:00 1004 15.8 0.0155 3 0.85 
1202 BERYL 1994 08161994 06:00 1003 44.2 0.0322 8 0.83 
1217 JERRY 1995 08261995 00:00 1005 46.2 0.0038 8 0.66 
1222 OPAL 1995 10051995 06:00 974 9.9 0.0412 2 0.91 
1232 FRAN 1996 09061996 00:00 954 23.2 0.0660 4 1.00 
1249 BONNIE 1998 08271998 00:00 963 6.3 0.0398 2 0.98 
1252 EARL 1998 09031998 06:00 987 9.5 0.0332 2 1.00 
1265 DENNIS 1999 09041999 18:00 986 32.5 0.0274 6 0.93 
1289 ALLISON 2001 06122001 06:00 1005 15.2 0.0116 3 0.12 
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ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1317 BILL 2003 07012003 18:00 1007 18.4 0.0227 4 0.81 
1324 ISABEL 2003 09182003 18:00 958 11.5 0.0587 2 0.93 
1337 FRANCES 2004 09062004 18:00 982 52.4 0.0231 9 0.93 
1338 GASTON 2004 08292004 12:00 986 22.0 0.0372 4 0.94 
1340 IVAN 2004 09172004 00:00 986 21.1 0.0333 4 0.93 
1341 JEANNE 2004 09272004 06:00 981 26.0 0.0451 5 0.82 
1349 CINDY 2005 07072005 06:00 1008 11.0 0.0457 2 1.00 
1380 ERNESTO 2006 09012006 00:00 988 8.7 0.0087 2 0.26 
1380 ERNESTO 2006 09022006 12:00 1007 11.7 0.1341 2 0.97 
1405 FAY 2008 08262008 18:00 1004 34.0 0.0283 6 0.97 
1456 LEE 2011 09062011 00:00 995 14.3 0.0452 3 0.98 
 
Table B5: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms travelling in Florida 
region 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1085 DENNIS 1981 08171981 06:00 999 33.0 0.0150 6 0.94 
1113 ISIDORE 1984 09271984 12:00 1000 22.0 0.0090 4 0.59 
1118 BOB 1985 07231985 12:00 1005 9.7 0.0155 2 0.50 
1125 ISABEL 1985 10101985 18:00 1008 8.2 0.0742 2 0.99 
1217 JERRY 1995 08231995 12:00 1008 26.0 -0.0458 5 0.79 
1217 JERRY 1995 08251995 06:00 1002 15.5 0.0217 3 0.61 
1254 GEORGES 1998 09301998 18:00 1004 12.0 0.0370 2 1.00 
1270 IRENE 1999 10151999 18:00 986 10.4 -0.0030 2 0.77 
1280 GORDON 2000 09182000 00:00 989 8.8 0.0880 2 0.81 
1295 GABRIELLE 2001 09142001 12:00 983 17.2 0.0295 3 0.46 
1308 EDOUARD 2002 09052002 00:00 1008 11.2 0.0644 2 0.65 
1337 FRANCES 2004 09052004 00:00 958 18.1 0.0226 4 0.92 
1341 JEANNE 2004 09262004 00:00 951 26.0 0.0205 5 0.96 
1380 ERNESTO 2006 08302006 00:00 1004 19.5 -0.0241 4 0.93 
1405 FAY 2008 08192008 06:00 988 27.1 0.0062 5 0.54 
1405 FAY 2008 08212008 18:00 993 22.7 0.0090 4 1.00 
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Table B6: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms travelling in Florida 
region 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1026 BLANCHE 1975 07281975 06:00 980 0.75 0.3695 1 1.00 
1036 BELLE 1976 08101976 06:00 983 5.39 0.0662 1 1.00 
1123 GLORIA 1985 09271985 12:00 951 1.25 0.1885 1 1.00 
1179 BOB 1991 08201991 00:00 977 5.74 0.0567 1 1.00 
1190 DANIELLE 1992 09251992 18:00 1007 0.31 0.5816 1 1.00 
1234 HORTENSE 1996 09151996 00:00 970 3.19 0.0830 1 1.00 
1236 JOSEPHINE 1996 10091996 12:00 980 1.55 0.0832 1 1.00 
1265 DENNIS 1999 09071999 00:00 1009 0.32 -0.7058 1 1.00 
1267 FLOYD 1999 09171999 00:00 980 3.37 0.0283 1 1.00 
1267 FLOYD 1999 09181999 00:00 987 5.07 0.0241 1 1.00 
1299 KAREN 2001 10152001 06:00 997 1.16 0.0559 1 1.00 
1337 FRANCES 2004 09102004 06:00 1004 1.26 0.0936 1 1.00 
1377 BERYL 2006 07212006 18:00 1000 0.43 0.3872 1 1.00 
1410 KYLE 2008 09292008 00:00 985 0.16 1.2279 1 1.00 
1429 EARL 2010 09042010 12:00 961 4.36 0.0184 1 1.00 
1452 IRENE 2011 08282011 12:00 963 5.66 0.0267 1 1.00 
1398 NOEL 2007 11042007 18:00 966 3.69 0.0059 1 1.00 
1452 IRENE 2011 08292011 18:00 987 1.89 0.0882 1 1.00 
 
Table B7: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms travelling in Inland 
region 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1063 BOB 1979 07121979 18:00 1006 21.3 0.0113 4 0.75 
1064 CLAUDETTE 1979 07271979 12:00 1007 38.3 0.0197 6 0.82 
1065 DAVID 1979 09061979 06:00 989 7.0 0.0208 2 0.50 
1100 ALICIA 1983 08191983 06:00 1003 31.1 0.0936 6 0.07 
1123 GLORIA 1985 09271985 18:00 986 13.6 0.0032 3 0.83 
1155 CHANTAL 1989 08021989 12:00 1007 7.1 0.0622 2 0.82 
1160 HUGO 1989 09231989 06:00 990 17.9 0.0113 3 0.96 
1212 ERIN 1995 08051995 12:00 1003 12.7 0.0130 3 0.70 
1232 FRAN 1996 09091996 06:00 1004 16.8 0.0588 3 0.98 
1337 FRANCES 2004 09092004 18:00 1002 6.5 0.0322 2 0.68 
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ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1350 DENNIS 2005 07122005 06:00 1005 21.2 0.0490 4 0.96 
1432 HERMINE 2010 09082010 06:00 1004 17.8 0.0087 3 0.41 
1452 IRENE 2011 08282011 18:00 970 21.1 0.0293 4 0.72 
 
Table B8: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms travelling in Great Lakes 
region 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1160 HUGO 1989 09221989 18:00 987 9.9 0.0113 2 0.99 
1222 OPAL 1995 10051995 18:00 986 20.6 0.0279 4 0.98 
1232 FRAN 1996 09071996 00:00 1000 49.7 0.0027 9 0.26 
1265 DENNIS 1999 09071999 06:00 1008 33.8 -0.0186 6 0.59 
1324 ISABEL 2003 09192003 06:00 988 7.8 0.0687 2 0.52 
1347 ARLENE 2005 06132005 00:00 1006 25.6 -0.0231 5 0.88 
1406 GUSTAV 2008 09042008 18:00 1000 12.1 0.0254 3 0.52 
1408 IKE 2008 09142008 12:00 988 12.9 -0.0048 3 0.70 
 
Table B9: Summary for least-square fit of decay rates of storms travelling in Great Lakes 
region 
ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1027 CAROLINE 1975 08311975 06:00 963 26.0 0.0838 5 0.77 
1044 ANITA 1977 09021977 06:00 926 20.0 0.1199 4 0.80 
1052 BESS 1978 08081978 00:00 1007 7.3 0.0982 2 0.99 
1071 ALLEN 1980 08101980 18:00 970 20.2 0.1604 4 0.43 
1078 HERMINE 1980 09221980 12:00 994 10.2 0.0045 2 0.78 
1078 HERMINE 1980 09241980 06:00 993 36.2 0.0380 7 1.00 
1101 BARRY 1983 08281983 12:00 986 18.4 0.0906 4 0.91 
1144 DEBBY 1988 09021988 18:00 992 56.4 0.0136 10 0.79 
1148 GILBERT 1988 09141988 12:00 892 9.3 0.0676 2 0.92 
1148 GILBERT 1988 09161988 18:00 950 38.5 0.0827 7 0.31 
1151 JOAN 1988 10221988 06:00 932 13.9 0.1041 3 0.96 
1167 DIANA 1990 08071990 18:00 1000 22.5 0.0940 4 0.72 
1194 BRET 1993 08101993 12:00 1002 12.9 0.0851 3 0.96 
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ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1199 GERT 1993 09151993 12:00 1001 6.9 0.0932 2 0.28 
1199 GERT 1993 09181993 00:00 1000 17.0 0.0194 3 0.74 
1199 GERT 1993 09201993 18:00 970 22.4 0.0909 4 0.83 
1224 ROXANNE 1995 10111995 00:00 958 15.7 0.0552 3 0.94 
1230 DOLLY 1996 08201996 12:00 999 25.8 0.0122 5 0.79 
1230 DOLLY 1996 08231996 06:00 991 24.9 0.0459 5 0.96 
1260 MITCH 1998 10291998 06:00 979 97.8 0.0220 17 0.43 
1263 BRET 1999 08241999 00:00 1000 20.7 0.0562 4 0.87 
1272 KATRINA 1999 10301999 00:00 999 17.4 0.0170 3 0.94 
1272 KATRINA 1999 10311999 12:00 1008 21.9 0.0501 4 0.93 
1275 BERYL 2000 08152000 00:00 1007 12.1 0.1303 3 0.88 
1284 KEITH 2000 10032000 00:00 989 21.9 0.0279 4 0.98 
1284 KEITH 2000 10052000 12:00 983 19.1 0.0625 4 0.86 
1291 CHANTAL 2001 08212001 00:00 1000 30.6 0.0398 6 0.98 
1312 ISIDORE 2002 09222002 18:00 935 33.9 0.0282 6 0.96 
1318 CLAUDETTE 2003 07162003 06:00 999 7.3 0.1333 2 0.88 
1320 ERIKA 2003 08162003 06:00 988 12.2 0.1401 3 0.99 
1327 LARRY 2003 10052003 12:00 997 40.9 0.0318 7 0.81 
1348 BRET 2005 06292005 06:00 1005 14.4 0.0319 3 0.96 
1351 EMILY 2005 07202005 12:00 944 23.7 0.1048 4 0.99 
1353 GERT 2005 07242005 18:00 1005 18.4 0.0146 4 0.93 
1356 JOSE 2005 08232005 00:00 1001 8.1 0.0488 2 1.00 
1364 STAN 2005 10042005 12:00 977 17.8 0.0771 3 0.98 
1368 WILMA 2005 10222005 00:00 930 13.6 0.0305 3 1.00 
1370 BETA 2005 10302005 12:00 970 11.9 0.1034 2 1.00 
1388 DEAN 2007 08212007 06:00 907 7.8 0.1001 2 0.90 
1388 DEAN 2007 08222007 12:00 976 7.5 0.0982 2 0.88 
1390 FELIX 2007 09042007 12:00 934 23.8 0.0901 4 0.91 
1390 FELIX 2007 09052007 18:00 1007 21.9 0.0143 3 0.40 
1396 LORENZO 2007 09282007 00:00 990 14.0 0.0976 3 0.98 
1400 ARTHUR 2008 05312008 12:00 1005 36.0 0.0050 6 0.58 
1403 DOLLY 2008 07242008 12:00 992 42.7 0.0709 8 0.76 
1412 MARCO 2008 10072008 06:00 998 6.6 0.1327 2 0.99 
1424 IDA 2009 11052009 06:00 987 31.7 0.0554 6 0.93 
1425 ALEX 2010 07012010 00:00 948 21.8 0.0614 4 0.99 
1435 KARL 2010 09172010 12:00 956 13.9 0.1691 3 0.89 
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ID Name Year Landfall Date Pco Hours in region a N R
2 
1437 MATTHEW 2010 09252010 12:00 1000 27.5 0.0090 5 0.95 
1441 RICHARD 2010 10252010 00:00 978 23.6 0.0572 4 0.94 
1444 ARLENE 2011 06302011 12:00 993 10.7 0.0571 2 1.00 
1451 HARVEY 2011 08202011 12:00 998 18.4 0.0437 4 0.83 
1451 HARVEY 2011 08222011 00:00 1005 10.6 0.0274 2 1.00 
1458 NATE 2011 09112011 12:00 1005 9.3 0.2149 2 1.00 
1461 RINA 2011 10282011 00:00 996 9.0 0.0475 2 1.00 
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Appendix C 
Hurricane central pressure simulation Matlab code 
BuildDeficit_01.m 
clc; clear all; close all  
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
%Program to check if Hurricane landfall region and hours after landfall 
% Inputs: 
%   Earth.coastline.lat, coastline.long = coastline 
%   Earth.ellipsoid 
%   Region boundary 
%   HURDAT2011.mat 
% Outputs:  
%  DecayData2011.mat 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Written by Fangqian Liu, for research under instruction of Dr. W.Pang 
% Clemson University, fangqil@clemson.edu 
% Last edit 03-18-12 
  
load('HURDAT2011.mat'); %HURDAT Database  
load('TransReg.mat'); %Polygon of exiting region 
load('GCRegComb.mat'); %Polygon of Gulf Coast region 
load('ECRegComb.mat'); %Polygon of East Coast region 
load('FLReg.mat'); %Polygon of Florida region 
load('INLRegComb.mat'); %Polygon of Inland region 
load('NECRegComb.mat'); %Polygon of North-east region 
load('GLReg.mat'); %Polygon of Great Lake region 
load('MXReg.mat'); %Polygon of Mexican region 
  
ContReg(1).lat=GCReg.lat;ContReg(1).lon=GCReg.lon; 
ContReg(2).lat=FLReg.lat;ContReg(2).lon=FLReg.lon; 
ContReg(3).lat=ECReg.lat;ContReg(3).lon=ECReg.lon; 
ContReg(4).lat=NECReg(1).lat;ContReg(4).lon=NECReg(1).lon; 
ContReg(5).lat=NECReg(2).lat;ContReg(5).lon=NECReg(2).lon; 
ContReg(6).lat=NECReg(3).lat;ContReg(6).lon=NECReg(3).lon; 
ContReg(7).lat=INLReg.lat;ContReg(7).lon=INLReg.lon; 
ContReg(8).lat=GLReg.lat;ContReg(8).lon=GLReg.lon; 
ContReg(9).lat=MXReg.lat;ContReg(9).lon=MXReg.lon; 
  
load('Earth.mat'); % Earth parameters 
  
load('mileposts.mat'); 
idxC=find(milepost.mp>=1750); 
latC=milepost.lat(idxC); 
lonC=milepost.lon(idxC); 
st(1).data=[];st(2).data=[];st(3).data=[];st(4).data=[];st(5).data=[]; 
st(6).data=[];st(7).data=[];st(8).data=[];st(9).data=[];st(10).data=[];
st(11).data=[]; 
% Collect landfall information since storms in the year of 1975  
% one by one 
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for hur_id = 1020:length(HURDAT)  
     
    latE = HURDAT(hur_id).Lat; 
    lonE = HURDAT(hur_id).Lon; 
    in_type = zeros(length(latE),11);  
    Pc = HURDAT(hur_id).Pc; 
    date = HURDAT(hur_id).Date; 
    vt = HURDAT(hur_id).Vt_mph; 
    hdir = HURDAT(hur_id).HeadDir; 
     
    hr_land = zeros(length(latE),1); 
    Pc_xing = zeros(length(latE),1); 
    lat_xing=zeros(length(latE),1); lon_xing=zeros(length(latE),1); 
    sim_Pc = zeros(length(latE),1); 
    simPc_V = zeros(length(latE),1); 
     
    for i= 4:length(latE) % detect if 6-hour steps is in land 
    [in_type(i,:),latLF,lonLF,hr_land(i)]=InlandCHK_simple(latE(i-
1),lonE(i-1),... 
        latE(i),lonE(i),in_type(i-1,:),hr_land(i-
1),ContReg,TransReg,latC,lonC,Earth); 
    end 
    [r,c]=find(in_type==1); 
    if ~isempty(r) 
    type_end=[find(diff(c));length(c)]; 
    type_head = [1;find(diff(c))+1]; 
    for j=1:length(type_end) 
        type = c(type_head(j)); 
        stp = r(type_head(j):type_end(j)); 
        stp_end = [find(diff(stp)-1);length(stp)]; 
        stp_head = [1;find(diff(stp)-1)+1]; 
        for k =1:length(stp_end) 
            id_stp=stp(stp_head(k):stp_end(k)); 
            if length(find(isnan(Pc(id_stp)))) ~= length(Pc(id_stp)) 
                if type ==1 || type==2 || type ==9 || type==10 || 
type==4 
                    Rmax = exp(3.015-(6.2915e-5).*(1013-
Pc(id_stp)).^2+0.0337.*latE(id_stp)); 
                else 
                    if type ==3 || type==11 
                        Rmax = exp(3.858-(7.7e-5).*(1013-
Pc(id_stp)).^2); 
                    else 
                        if type ==5 || type==6 || type==7 ||type==8  
                            Rmax = exp(3.421-(4.6e-5).*(1013-
Pc(id_stp)).^2+0.00062.*latE(id_stp)); 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
              B = (1.38+0.00184*(1013-Pc(id_stp))-0.00309*Rmax); 
              % save storm information for this 6-hour if in land 
              st(type).data=[st(type).data;... 
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                  hr_land(id_stp),ones(length(id_stp),1).*Pc(id_stp(1)-
1),... 
                  
Pc(id_stp),ones(length(id_stp),1).*hur_id,latE(id_stp),lonE(id_stp),vt(
id_stp),hdir(id_stp),... 
                  
Rmax,B,date(id_stp),ones(length(id_stp),1).*date(id_stp(1)-1)]; 
            end 
        end 
        clear type stp 
    end 
    end 
    clear r c 
end 
  
st(6).data = [st(6).data ;st(7).data ;st(8).data ]; 
st(7)=[];st(7)=[]; 
save('DecayData2011.mat','-mat','st'); 
 
ModelFit_02.m 
clc; clear all; close all 
%Program to fit decay data into specified formulations based on cases; 
find 
%out decay rate for individule storm 
% Inputs: 
%  DecayData2011.mat, from BuildDeficit_01.m 
%  HURDAT2011.mat 
% Output: 
%  DecayData2011_2.xls 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%  Written by Fangqian Liu, fangqil@clemson.edu, Clemson University 
%  for research with Dr. WeiChiang Pang 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Last Reviewed on 3-20-2011  
 
load('DecayData2011.mat'); 
load('HURDAT2011.mat'); 
Reg={'Along-
shore';'Exiting';'GC';'FL';'EC';'NEC';'Inland';'GreatLakes';'Mexico'}; 
Rr=[];list=[]; 
for fd = 1:length(st)% Loop of landfall cases 
    data = st(fd).data; 
    Pc = data(:,3); Pco = data(:,2); hr = data(:,1); 
    LFdate = data(:,12); latE = data(:,5); lonE = data(:,6); 
    i=1;hurid = data(i,4);step=[];disp('fool');  
    while i <= size(data,1)+1 %loop of each storm 
        if i<=size(data,1) 
            id = data(i,4); 
        else 
            id = data(i-1,4); i=i+1; 
        end 
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    if id==hurid && i <= size(data,1) 
        step = [step;i]; 
        i = i+1; 
    else 
     stp_end=[find(diff(hr(step))<5.9);length(step)]; 
     stp_head = [1;find(diff(hr(step))<5.9)+1];  
     for j=1:length(stp_head) 
     stp = step(stp_head(j):stp_end(j)); 
     tp = hr(stp); 
     dfct=(1013-Pc(stp))./(1013-Pco(stp)); % Normalized Pc deficit 
      
     if length(find(isnan(dfct))) ~= length(dfct) && Pco(stp(1))~=1013 
         % Check if valid Pc data 
        
        a = isnan(dfct); 
        tp(a)=[]; 
        dfct(a)=[];stp(a)=[]; 
        a=[];  
         
        b = find(Pc(stp)>=1013); 
        tp(b)=[]; 
        dfct(b)=[];stp(b)=[]; 
        b=[]; 
        if length(dfct)>= 1 && length(find(dfct==1))~=length(dfct) 
         
        Rr = [Rr;stp] 
         
        % fitting of filling rate for each storm 
        if fd ==1 || fd == 2 || fd == 4 || fd== 8 
        c_guess =0.5; % initial guess values for parameters "c" 
        f_fit = @(c) sum( ((-c.*tp+1)-dfct ).^2); 
        C=fminsearch(f_fit,c_guess,optimset('MaxFunEvals',1e10)); 
        model = @(x) (-C.*x+1) ; 
        else 
        f_fit = @(c) sum( (exp(-c.*tp)-dfct ).^2); 
        c_guess =0.5; % initial guess values for parameters "c" 
        C=fminsearch(f_fit,c_guess,optimset('MaxFunEvals',1e10)); 
        model = @(x) exp(-C.*x);  
        end 
        x=linspace(0,max(tp),100); 
         
        %% Plot of Pc time history, nomalized Pc deficit and filling  
      rate for individule storm 
        figure(1) 
        if fd ==1 || fd == 2 || fd == 4 || fd== 8 
            subplot(2,1,1) 
            sserr = sum(([1;dfct]-model([0;tp])).^2); 
            sstot = sum(([1;dfct]-mean([1;dfct])).^2); 
            title({[num2str(hurid),' Storm 
',HURDAT(hurid).Name(~isspace(HURDAT(hurid).Name)),' ',... 
            ' ',cell2mat(Reg(fd)),datestr(LFdate(stp(1)))];... 
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            ['\bfy= -',num2str(C,'%6.5f'),'\timest+1' ' R^2 
=',num2str(1-sserr/sstot)]},'FontSize',11); 
        else 
        subplot(2,2,1) 
         
        title({[num2str(hurid),' Storm 
',HURDAT(hurid).Name(~isspace(HURDAT(hurid).Name)),' ',... 
            ' ',cell2mat(Reg(fd)),datestr(LFdate(stp(1)))];... 
            ['y=exp(',num2str(-C,'%6.5f'),'\timest)']},'FontSize',11); 
        end 
        set(gca,'YGrid','on') 
        box on 
        line([0;tp],[1;dfct],... 
        'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','MarkerSize',15); 
        h1 = line(x,model(x),'color','k','Linewidth',2); 
        xlabel('\bfTime in Region (h)','FontSize',12); 
        ylabel('\bf(P_a-P_c) / (P_a-P_{co})','FontSize',12); 
         
        if fd ==1 || fd == 2 || fd == 4 || fd== 8 
        else 
        subplot(2,2,2) 
        set(gca,'YGrid','on') 
        box on 
        line([0;tp],log([1;dfct]),... 
        'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','MarkerSize',15); 
        h1 = line(x,log(model(x)),'color','k','Linewidth',2); 
        sserr = sum((log([1;dfct])-log(model([0;tp]))).^2); 
        sstot = sum((log([1;dfct])-mean(log([1;dfct]))).^2); 
        title(['R^2 =',num2str(1-sserr/sstot)],'FontSize',11); 
        xlabel('\bfTime in Region (h)','FontSize',12); 
        ylabel('\bfln[(P_a-P_c) / (P_a-P_{co})]','FontSize',12); 
        end 
         
        if fd ==1 || fd == 2 || fd == 4 || fd== 8 
            subplot(2,1,2) 
        else 
            subplot(2,2,3:4) 
        end 
        set(gca,'YGrid','on') 
        box on 
        line([0;tp],[Pco(stp(1));Pc(stp)],... 
        'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','MarkerSize',15); 
        h1 = line(x,1013-model(x).*(1013-
Pco(stp(1))),'color','k','Linewidth',2); 
        xlabel('\bfTime in Region (h)','FontSize',12); 
        ylabel('\bfP_c','FontSize',12); 
        SRSS = sqrt(sum((Pc(stp)-(1013-(model(tp).*(1013-
Pco(stp(1)))))).^2)/length(stp)); 
        title(['\bfSRSS = ',num2str(SRSS)],'FontSize',12); 
  
        
saveas(figure(1),[cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'_',HURDAT(hurid).Name(~isspace(HUR
DAT(hurid).Name)),... 
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            datestr(LFdate(stp(1)),'mmddHHMM'),'.emf'],'emf'); 
        close (figure(1)) 
  
        list = 
[list;hurid,{HURDAT(hurid).Name(~isspace(HURDAT(hurid).Name))},... 
              HURDAT(hurid).Year,{datestr(LFdate(stp(1)),'mmddyyyy 
HH:MM')},Pco(stp(1)),... 
              tp(end),C,length(stp),1-sserr/sstot]; 
        %% Plot storm track in specified landfall case 
          figure(2) 
          latlim=[15;55]; lonlim=[-100;-55]; 
          latgrid = 5; % Lat. spacing of grid (degree) 
          longrid = 5; % Lon. spacing of grid (degree) 
          ax = usamap(latlim,lonlim); % generate map axes 
          setm(ax,'MapProjection','mercator',... 
          'MLineLocation',longrid,'PLineLocation',latgrid,... 
          'GColor','black','GLineStyle','--',... 
          'LabelFormat','Compass','MeridianLabel','on',... 
          'MLabelLocation',10,'PLabelLocation',10);  
% set map axes properties 
  
          land = shaperead('landareas', 'UseGeoCoords', true);  
% get land data 
          geoshow(ax, land, 'FaceColor', [0.5 0.7 0.7]);  
% display land in figure 
          linem(HURDAT(hurid).Lat,HURDAT(hurid).Lon,'Marker','.'); 
  
          linem(latE(stp),lonE(stp),'Marker','.',... 
                  'MarkerFaceColor','g','Color','g'); 
           
title([HURDAT(hurid).Name(~isspace(HURDAT(hurid).Name)),datestr(LFdate(
stp(1)),'mmddHHMM')]); 
          
saveas((2),[num2str(hurid),'Track',HURDAT(hurid).Name(~isspace(HURDAT(h
urid).Name)),'_',... 
            
cell2mat(Reg(fd)),datestr(LFdate(stp(1)),'mmddHHMM'),'.emf']); 
          close (2) 
         
  
        end 
     end 
     stp=[]; 
     end 
     hurid = id;step=[]; 
    end 
    end 
    if i == size(data,1)+2 
        % Record storm landfall data in Excell file 
        xlswrite('DecayData2011_2.xls',... 
            data(Rr,1:10),cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'A1'); 
        dd={}; ddLF={}; 
        for k = 1:length(Rr) 
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            dd(k) ={datestr(data(Rr(k),11),'mmddyyyy HH:MM')}; 
            ddLF(k)={datestr(data(Rr(k),12),'mmddyyyy HH:MM')}; 
        end 
        xlswrite('DecayData2011_2.xls',... 
            [dd',ddLF'],cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'K1'); 
        xlswrite('DecayHur2011_2.xls',... 
            list,cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'A1'); 
    end 
    Rr=[]; list=[]; 
End 
 
 ModelAnalysis_04.m 
clc; clear all; close all 
% Program to fit decay rate for each landfall case 
% and decay rate error into Normal and Johnson Distribution 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%  Written by Fangqian Liu, fangqil@clemson.edu, Clemson University 
%  for research with Dr. WeiChiang Pang 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Last Reviewed on 3-30-2012 
  
indir = 
'C:\Abby''s\Matlab\script\HurSim\LF_Model_Check\SimPcHURDAT\110310\Deca
y2more'; 
[typ, Reg] = xlsfinfo(fullfile(indir,'DecayData2011_2new.xlsx')); 
load('HURDAT2011.mat'); 
Rr=[];list=[]; 
for fd = 1:length(Reg) %Loop of landfall cases 
    [num, txt]= 
xlsread(fullfile(indir,'DecayData2011_2new.xlsx'),cell2mat(Reg(fd))); 
  
    Pc = num(:,3); Pco = num(:,2); hr = num(:,1); 
    LFdate = txt(:,12); latE = num(:,5); lonE = num(:,6); 
    i=1; hurid = num(i,4); 
dfct=(1013-Pc)./(1013-Pco); %Normalized Pc deficit 
 
    %% Plot decay rate for each case 
    figure(1) 
    line(hr,dfct,... 
        'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','MarkerSize',12); 
    box on;set(gca,'YGrid','on'); 
     
    % fit decay rate for this case 
    if fd ==1 || fd == 2 || fd == 4 || fd== 8 
    c_guess =0.5; % initial guess values for parameters "c" 
    f_fit = @(c) sum( ((-c.*hr+1)-dfct ).^2); 
    %Linear form for FL, Exiting, Great Lakes and along-shore cases 
    C=fminsearch(f_fit,c_guess); 
    model = @(x) (-C.*x+1) ; 
    x=linspace(0,max(hr),100); 
  
    h1 = line(x,model(x),'color','k','Linewidth',2); 
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    title([cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'\bf y= -
',num2str(C,'%6.7f'),'\timest+1'],'FontSize',15); 
    xlabel('\bfTime in Region (h)','FontSize',12); 
    ylabel('\bf(P_a-P_c) / (P_a-P_{co})','FontSize',12); 
    grid on 
    else 
f_fit = @(c) sum( (exp(-c.*hr)-dfct ).^2); 
 
    %Exponential form for for other cases 
    c_guess =0.5; % initial guess values for parameters "c" 
    C=fminsearch(f_fit,c_guess,optimset('MaxFunEvals',1e10)); 
    model = @(x) exp(-C.*x);  
    x=linspace(0,max(hr),100); 
  
    h1 = line(x,model(x),'color','k','Linewidth',2); 
     
    title([cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'\bf y=exp(',num2str(-
C,'%6.7f'),'\timest)'],'FontSize',15); 
    xlabel('\bfTime in Region (h)','FontSize',12); 
    ylabel('\bf(P_a-P_c) / (P_a-P_{co})','FontSize',12); 
    grid on 
    end 
     
    %% Err of decay rate 
    [num2, txt2]= 
xlsread(fullfile(indir,'DecayHur2011_2new.xls'),cell2mat(Reg(fd))); 
    Coef = num2(:,7); 
    %% Plot decay rate distribution 
    figure(601) 
    [f,x] = ecdf(Coef); 
    x(1) = []; 
    f(1) = []; 
  
    line([C,C],[0,1])  
    hline1 = 
line(x,f,'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','color','m','Markersize',15); 
    box on;set(gca,'YGrid','on'); 
    xlabel('a_i','FontSize',12); 
    ylabel('CDF (a_i)','FontSize',12); 
    xlim([-max((abs(Coef))+0.05),max((abs(Coef))+0.05)]); 
title([cell2mat(Reg(fd)),' N_{storm} = 
',num2str(length(Coef))],'FontSize',12); 
 
    %% Plot decay rate error in Normal Distribution 
    figure(501) 
  
    err_coef=Coef-C; 
    [f,x] = ecdf(err_coef); 
    x(1) = []; 
    f(1) = []; 
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    hline1 = 
line(x,f,'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','color','m','Markersize',15); 
    box on;set(gca,'YGrid','on'); 
    xlabel('\epsilon_a','FontSize',15); 
ylabel('CDF (\epsilon_a)','FontSize',15); 
 
%     Fit into Normal 
    X=linspace(-
max((abs(err_coef))+0.05),max((abs(err_coef))+0.05),500)'; 
    [mu,sigma]=normfit(err_coef); 
    line(X,normcdf(X,mu,sigma),'LineWidth',2); 
    norm_txt=['\bf\mu = ',num2str(mu,'%6.3f'),' \sigma = 
',num2str(sigma,'%6.3f')]; 
    legend('Raw Data','Normal','Location','SouthEast'); 
    title([' Normal Distribution ',{norm_txt}],'FontSize',15); 
    xlim([-max((abs(err_coef))+0.05),max((abs(err_coef))+0.05)]); 
%     KSTest for moment 
    X = linspace(min(err_coef),max(err_coef),500)'; 
    [h1p,p1p,ksstat1p,cv1p]=kstest(err_coef,[X,normcdf(X,mu,sigma)]); 
 
    %% R2 check for Normal distribution 
    figure(701) 
    subplot(1,2,1) 
    quantiles = norminv(f(2:end-1),mu,sigma); 
    line(x(2:end-
1),quantiles,'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','color','b','Markersize',1
5); 
    f_lin = @(c) sum( (c(1)*x(2:end-1)+c(2)-quantiles ).^2); 
    kb_guess =[0.5,0.5]; % initial guess values for parameters "c" 
    kb=fminsearch(f_lin,kb_guess,optimset('MaxFunEvals',1e10)); 
    model = @(x) x;  
    sserr = sum((quantiles-model(x(2:end-1))).^2); 
    sstot = sum((quantiles-mean(quantiles)).^2); 
    line([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05],... 
        model([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05]),'LineWidth',2); 
    xlabel('\epsilon_a (Original)','FontSize',15); ylabel('\epsilon_a 
(Fitted)','FontSize',15); 
    xlim([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05]); 
    ylim([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05]); 
    text(min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])+0.025,max([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-
0.025,{' Normal';['R^2=',num2str(1-
sserr/sstot,'%6.3f')]},'BackgroundColor','w','FontSize',15); 
    grid on 
    box on 
  
    %% fit to Johnson system distribution 
    figure(502) 
    probs = normcdf([-1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5]);  
quantiles = quantile(err_coef,probs); 
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    % Find out the Type of distribution 
        [jr,type,jc] = johnsrnd(quantiles,0,0); 
        [jcoef,z,xOrg,fxOrg]=johnsSU2(quantiles,err_coef); 
        gamma = jcoef(1); 
        eta = jcoef(2); 
        epsilon = jcoef(3); 
        lambda = jcoef(4); 
   xOrg(1)=[]; z(1)=[];      
    box on;set(gca,'YGrid','on'); 
    
line(x,f,'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','color','m','Markersize',15); 
     % plot Johnson System distribution 
    johns_txt = ['\bf\epsilon = ',num2str(lambda,'%6.3f'),'*sinh((z-
',... 
             num2str(gamma,'%6.3f'),')/',num2str(eta,'%6.3f'),')+',...             
             num2str(epsilon,'%6.3f')]; 
    Z=norminv(linspace(1e-5,0.99999,100),0,1); 
          
    line(lambda.*sinh((Z-gamma)./eta)+epsilon,linspace(1e-
5,0.99999,100),'LineWidth',2); % plot fitted curve 
    if fd==3 
        Xx =1e-5:0.001:0.99999; 
    for i =1:4 
    id =find(abs(Xx-probs(i)) == min(abs(Xx-probs(i)))); 
    line(lambda.*sinh((norminv(Xx(id),0,1)-
gamma)./eta)+epsilon,Xx(id),'Marker','.','MarkerSize',18); 
    text(lambda.*sinh((norminv(Xx(id),0,1)-
gamma)./eta)+epsilon,Xx(id),{['\alpha_',num2str(i),'= 
',num2str(Xx(id),'%6.3f')];['\epsilon_',num2str(i),'= 
',num2str(lambda.*sinh((norminv(Xx(id),0,1)-
gamma)./eta)+epsilon,'%6.3f')]}); 
    end 
    end 
    xlabel('\epsilon_a','FontSize',15); 
    ylabel('CDF(\epsilon_a)','FontSize',15); 
    title([' JS Distribution ',johns_txt],'FontSize',15); 
    xlim([-max((abs(err_coef))+0.05),max((abs(err_coef))+0.05)]); 
    legend('Raw Data','Johnson','Location','SouthEast'); 
    [h6p,p6p,ksstat6p,cv6p]=kstest(err_coef,[xOrg,normcdf(z,0,1)]); 
  
    %% R2 check for Johnson distribution 
    figure(701) 
    subplot(1,2,2) 
    Z=norminv(f(2:end-1),0,1); 
    quantiles = lambda.*sinh((Z-gamma)./eta)+epsilon; 
    line(x(2:end-
1),quantiles,'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','color','b','Markersize',1
5); 
    model = @(x) x;  
    sserr = sum((quantiles-model(x(2:end-1))).^2); 
    sstot = sum((quantiles-mean(quantiles)).^2); 
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    line([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05],... 
        model([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05]),'LineWidth',2); 
    xlabel('\epsilon_a (Original)','FontSize',15); ylabel('\epsilon_a 
(Fitted)','FontSize',15); 
    xlim([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05]); 
    ylim([min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-0.05,max([x(2:end-
1);quantiles])+0.05]); 
    text(min([x(2:end-1);quantiles])+0.025,max([x(2:end-1);quantiles])-
0.025,{' Johnson';['R^2=',num2str(1-
sserr/sstot,'%6.3f')]},'BackgroundColor','w','FontSize',15); 
    grid on 
    box on 
    figure(1) 
     
    if fd ==1 || fd == 2 || fd == 4 || fd== 8 
    x=linspace(0,max(hr),100); 
    Z1=norminv(0.841,0,1); 
    up=lambda*sinh((Z1-gamma)/eta)+epsilon; 
    y1=(-(C+up).*x+1); 
    Z2=-Z1; 
    down=lambda*sinh((Z2-gamma)/eta)+epsilon; 
    y2=(-(C+down).*x+1); 
    else 
    x=linspace(0,max(hr),100); 
    Z1=norminv(0.841,0,1); 
    up=lambda*sinh((Z1-gamma)/eta)+epsilon; 
    y1=exp(-(C+up).*x); 
    Z2=-Z1; 
    down=lambda*sinh((Z2-gamma)/eta)+epsilon; 
    y2=exp(-(C+down).*x); 
    end 
    line(x,y1,'LineWidth',2,'color',[0, .5 .5],'LineStyle','--'); 
    h2 = line(x,y2,'LineWidth',2,'color',[0, .5 .5],'LineStyle','--'); 
    legend([h1,h2],'a_o','STD of a'); 
     
     
    saveas(figure(1),[cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'DecayModel3D','.fig'],'emf'); 
    close (figure(1)) 
    saveas(figure(1),[cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'DecayModel','.emf'],'emf'); 
    close (figure(1)) 
    saveas(figure(601),[cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'DecayRate','.emf'],'emf'); 
    close (figure(601)) 
   saveas(figure(501),[cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'decayrateErrN','.fig'],'fig'); 
    close (figure(501)) 
   saveas(figure(502),[cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'decayrateErrJ','.fig'],'fig'); 
    close (figure(502)) 
    saveas(figure(701),[cell2mat(Reg(fd)),'ErrQuantiles','.fig'],'fig'); 
    close (figure(701)) 
end 
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